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Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud of Saudi
Arabia (R) stands next to
Chinese President Xi Jinping
during a welcoming ceremony in Riyadh January
19th. Xi, who is on his first
official visit to the Middle
East, arrived in Saudi Arabia
for a two-day tour, scheduled to include Egypt and
Iran. While in Saudi Arabia, Xi was to meet Deputy
Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz,
as well as the chiefs of the
Gulf Cooperation Council
and the 57-nation Organisation of Islamic Cooperation.
According to its official
news agency, Xinhua, China
hopes to bolster trade with
Arab countries. China is the
biggest importer of Middle
Eastern oil.
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Fears for ISIS-besieged Deir ez-Zor
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

A

fter losing ground
in Iraq and Syria in
a string of defeats,
the Islamic State
(ISIS) launched a
surprise assault on the eastern Syrian city of Deir ez-Zor,
seizing one of four neighbourhoods still in government
hands.
In the three neighbourhoods still in Damascus control — Kousour, Joura and
Harabish — residents live in
fear of what happened in AlBaghaliyeh, where ISIS militants
killed at least 85 civilians and 50
troops, could spread to their areas.
Some 400 people, mainly relatives
of pro-regime fighters, including
women and children, were also

taken to ISIS strongholds for interrogation.
“The place is more of a ghost city
than anything else. Artillery shells
and mortars are raining down on
Joura and Kousour, with many hitting the governorate building, which
lies only 6km from Al-Baghaliyeh,”
a source in Deir ez-Zor said.

“Thousands
of citizens are
threatened with
starvation and
death.”
Dire conditions for the estimated
200,000 people trapped in the encircled neighbourhoods for more
than a year were made worse after
the fall of Al-Baghaliyeh where the
city’s main water pumping station
is located.

Water supplies were cut and the
two main bakeries in the area have
no fuel. Bread, which is hard to
find, is being sold for $2.50 a loaf
and vegetables, which used to be
supplied from fields on the Euphrates, have become scarce.
“Thousands of citizens are threatened with starvation and death,” a
resident said by telephone.
ISIS began its assault on AlBaghaliyeh in the western part
of the city with 30 suicide bombers crossing the Euphrates. Syrian
Army defences quickly collapsed.
Militants seized stores of food, fuel
and ammunition plus two military
camps in Al-Baghaliyeh. ISIS has
reinforced its positions with tanks
and fighters, possibly preparing for
a major battle.
Abou Omar al-Hamad, who fled
Al-Baghaliyeh with his family, said
the assault started at dawn on January 16th when suicide attackers
crossed the river in small boats and

were followed by hundreds of militants.
“We heard a series of successive explosions, then the militants
moved quickly capturing the whole
neighbourhood, killing more than
100 people, including troops and
combatants with the National Defence Forces and civilians. Two
of the dead were senior officers,”
Hamad said.
Most of Al-Baghaliyeh’s 4,000
residents sought refuge in nearby
villages and some crossed into government areas, he said.
“More than 300 people were
taken by ISIS to Maadan in Raqqa
province, about 100km east of Deir
ez-Zor, for interrogation about their
relations with the National Defence
Forces,” he said.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has
covered Syria since 1995.

New Libyan cabinet formed but divisions remain
Michel Cousins

Tunis

T

he Libyan Presidency
Council agreed to a government of 32 ministries,
a key step in forming a
national unity government. The ministers, along with
two deputies for each ministry, are
to be selected to provide equitable representation of Libya’s three
main regions.
Led by Prime Minister-designate
Faiez al-Sarraj and appointed under the UN-brokered Libya Political
Agreement (LPA) signed in December and approved by the UN Security Council, the council made its
announcement of the government
plan on January 18th, two days after the official deadline.
Arguments over who to appoint
and aspects of the LPA led the
council to miss that target date.
Even then, two participants walked
out at the last minute.
By wide agreement among the

File picture of Libyan Prime Minister-designate Faiez al-Sarraj
(L), and EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini in Tunis, on
January 8th.
Libyan politicians and activists
choosing the government was the
easy part. Pending approval by the
House of Representatives (HoR)
— the most recent internationally

recognised Libyan government — is
viewed as more difficult. Establishing the administration in Tripoli
also faces massive obstacles.
Even after the deadline passed,

there were conflicting views regarding the size of government.
Having initially worked on the idea
of a 22-member cabinet, with ministers and deputies from across the
country, the council considered
one with nine “super-ministries”.
It was only when HoR members told the council that this was
unacceptable, that the idea was
dumped. The council then decided
on even more ministries than initially suggested.
As a result, ministers have been
chosen in the hope of getting the
government approved by the HoR.
Ministries were allocated to towns
and areas whose representatives in
many cases effectively named the
minister.
Despite a demand by UN Special
Envoy Martin Kobler that one-third
of governmental position be occupied by women, only one woman
was appointed to the cabinet.
Asma al-Usta was reportedly directly chosen by Sarraj as Culture
minister.
The result is that the government
is massive, leading to concerns it

will be unmanageable. With the
nine members of the Presidency
Council, the government will have
105 ministers. In addition to the 32
cabinet ministers there will be 64
deputy ministers, two per ministry. These were to be selected on
the basis of location.

Establishing the
administration
in Tripoli faces
massive obstacles.
Geopolitics plays a further role in
the process. Of the three ministers
in each ministry, one is to come
from each of the country’s traditional provinces of Tripolitania,
Cyrenaica or Fezzan.
Attention is now on the HoR and
whether it will approve the unity
government. It is scheduled to
meet January 25th.
Michel Cousins is
the editor-in-chief of the Libya
Herald.
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‘Geneva 3’ faces hurdles, conflicting agendas
Jamal J. Halaby and Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

D

espite disparate positions and complex issues taken to the negotiating table, the United
States, Russia and other
major powers are determined to
convene Syria peace talks in Geneva on January 25th.
If they get off the ground, as the
major powers insist, the talks would
mark a breakthrough in Syria’s
bloody civil strife, which enters its
sixth year on March 17.
Widely referred to as “Geneva 3”,
the gathering comes as diplomatic
bickering intensified between Saudi
Arabia and Iran, two regional powerhouses and key players in Syria.

More than

250,000

people have been killed
and tens of thousands
wounded or missing
and about 4.3 million
Syrians have fled the
country.

Iran is a strong ally of Syrian President Bashar Assad, who Riyadh
wants deposed before negotiations
start. Saudi Arabia supports opposition groups against Assad, who
is also backed by Russian President Vladimir Putin. He dispatched
troops and military gear to rid Syria
of Islamic State (ISIS) and other militants seeking to topple Assad.
Saudi Arabia cut diplomatic ties
with Iran in early January after
mobs, reacting to the execution of a
Shia cleric, attacked the kingdom’s
embassy in Tehran. Riyadh’s rela-

tions have traditionally been bumpy
with Tehran, which it accuses of
spreading influence and rival Shia
brand of Islam in a region long dominated by Sunni Muslim governments.
Syrian rebel groups insist they
would not take part in the peace
talks unless humanitarian codicils in the latest UN resolution on
the conflict are implemented. The
groups, which include the powerful
Islam Army, mentioned articles of
the resolution that call for humanitarian access to all in need and the
cessation of attacks on civilians.
The opposition also wants the Damascus government to take goodwill steps, such as a prisoner release,
before negotiations.
Another sticking point is the list
of groups invited to attend versus a
list of “terrorist” organisations excluded from the meeting.
Jordan, delegated by the United
States, United Nations and Russia,
prepared an invitation list. However, a Jordanian government official with access to the negotiations
said the original document was being expanded slightly to incorporate
groups Saudi Arabia insisted be present, such as Ahrar al-Sham, which
Washington considers a terror organisation.
The official spoke to The Arab
Weekly on condition that he is not
identified further.
UN Special Envoy for Syria Staffan
de Mistura and his team “will continue working hard to issue the invitations in order to ensure maximum
inclusivity, with a view to starting
the intra-Syrian Geneva Talks on 25
January”, de Mistura’s office said in
a statement.
Assistant US Secretary of State
Anne Patterson said Washington
and Moscow were working “very assiduously” on defining the terrorist
groups. They have discussed “the
terrorism issue in the whole SyriaIraq corridor” and military and intelligence contacts were continuing.

US Secretary of State John Kerry (L), and Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov walk to a meeting on
Syria, in Zurich, on Januray 20th.
Patterson said talks were on
track for January 25th and pointed
out that she had had a “good conversation” with Russian Deputy
Foreign Minister Gennady Gatilov
and senior officials from Britain,
China and France.
The UN Security Council unanimously approved a resolution on
December 18th endorsing an international Syria peace process. It
gave UN blessing to a plan negotiated by world powers in Vienna
that calls for a ceasefire, talks between the Syrian government and
opposition and a two-year timeline
to create a unity government and

have elections.
Syria is ready to take part in
peace talks in Geneva and hopes
that the dialogue will help it form
a national unity government, Syrian Foreign Minister Walid alMoualem said in a January 18th
statement.
Saudi Arabia hosted a conference in December in an attempt to
create an opposition bloc. Meeting participants agreed to set up a
34-member secretariat to supervise peace talks and that committee would select an opposition negotiating team.
The Syrian civil war was sparked

by a government crackdown on
pro-democracy activists in peaceful demonstrations in March
2011, which later developed into
a bloody civil war. ISIS militants
used the chaos to seize territory in
Syria and Iraq.
More than 250,000 people have
been killed and tens of thousands
wounded or missing and about 4.3
million Syrians have fled the country.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan,
is Levant editor for The Arab
Weekly and has covered the
Middle East and North Africa for
nearly three decades.

Syrian opposition sees little hope in Geneva peace talks
gained an enhanced role in the process.
Resolution 2254, unanimously
adopted on December 18th and
based on the June 2012 Geneva communiqué, assigned the United Nations the responsibility of outlining
a “nationwide ceasefire” in Syria.
The ceasefire would demand both
the regime and the opposition to
take “initial steps” towards a political transition, which would lead to
the formation of a united transitional government within six months
and fair elections within 18 months.

Abdulrahman al-Masri

Ottawa

T

he Syrian opposition had
been expected to meet
Syrian President Bashar
Assad’s representatives in
Geneva in January for a
new phase of political negotiations,
which were expected to focus on
reaching a settlement of the Syrian
war. That meeting, however, is in
doubt as the United Nations said it
would not issue invitations to the
talks until major powers pushing the
process reach agreement on which
rebel representatives should attend.
“At this stage the UN will proceed
with issuing invitations when the
countries spearheading the ISSG
(International Syria Support Group)
process come to an understanding on who among the opposition
should be invited,” UN spokesman
Farhan Haq said.
The opposition on January 20th
announced the names of members
of its delegation, including Mohammed Alloush as chief negotiator, for
the Geneva talks. Alloush a political
leader of Jaysh al-Islam, a major rebel group that Moscow and Damascus deemed “terrorist”.
Syrian opposition members said,
however, they would not attend the
talks if a third party takes part, referring to Russia’s intention to widen
the opposition delegation and impede the negotiations.
UN special envoy for Syria Staffan
de Mistura had set January 25th as
the date for the talks. His spokesman said in a statement on December 26th that he counts on “full
cooperation” from all the relevant
Syrian parties, adding that recent
developments in Syria would not
hinder the talks from taking place.

“The hopes for
Geneva talks, if it is
going to be held, are
very modest,” said
Samir Nashar.

German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier (R) and the
Syrian opposition coordinator and former prime minister of Syria
Riyad Hijab, on January 13th, in Berlin.
“The hopes for Geneva talks, if it
is going to be held, are very modest,”
said Samir Nashar, a senior member
of the Syrian National Coalition, the
major political opposition group.
“The conflict will continue until
there’s a change in the regional and

international arena.”
Unlike previous negotiations between Syria’s opposition and the
Assad regime, this phase had been
projected to be more productive, as
per UN Security Council Resolution
2254 with which the United Nations

Critics say, however, that any talks
would not be much different than
previous negotiations, especially
because Resolution 2254 is not presented under Chapter VII, which
provides the Security Council with
legal measures to use force to implement any potential outcomes.
In addition, the United States and
Russia vehemently disagree on the
desired outcomes for negotiations.
The fate of Assad and the preference
for post-war Syria remain major
points of disagreement.
Peace talks in 2014 failed to produce tangible solutions, largely
because the Assad regime’s representatives refused to discuss a transitional government.
Since then, only one issue has
been even partially solved: the fragmentation of the Syrian opposition.
On December 9th, more than 100
members of the Syrian opposition
met in Riyadh to create a negotiation team to represent all opposition
groups during talks with the regime

delegation.
As Russia’s involvement in Syria
widens, the opposition is uncertain
whether any proposed talks would
be worth attending.
The opposition’s negotiation coordinator, former Syrian prime minister Riad Hijab, said his group would
not talk to the government while
“foreign forces” are bombing Syria,
in reference to Russia’s intervention
in support of the Assad regime. Hijab also noted that the United States
has “backtracked” on its position
that Assad must immediately relinquish power, accommodating Russia’s interests in the conflict.
“The United States, under President [Barack] Obama, is working as
a mediator between the opposition
and the regime and not as a supporter [of the opposition],” said Nashar.
Former US ambassador to Syria
Robert Ford has expressed doubts
that negotiations would end the
war in Syria. Testifying January 12th
before the US House of Representatives Armed Services Committee,
Ford said the Obama administration’s policy towards Syria is “like a
hope. It’s a wish and it’s been a wish
since 2012”.
“I don’t think the process is going
to go anywhere,” said Ford, who is
known for his work in 2012 for bringing the opposition to the previous
two rounds of negotiations. “There
hasn’t been enough pressure on the
Assad regime to accept major concessions.”
Nashar said the opposition’s negotiating team was meeting in Riyadh
to assess its position and participation in any talks.
Abdulrahman al-Masri covers
politics and news in the Middle East
and Syria in particular. He can be
followed on Twitter:
@AbdulrhmanMasri.
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Russia plays by
‘Damascus rules’
in Syrian air blitz
Ed Blanche

Beirut

R

ussian
warplanes
bombed a school in Ain
Jara in northern Syria’s
Aleppo province on January 11th, killing 25 people, including an entire class of 14
students and their teacher, said the
Syrian Human Rights Observatory,
a Britain-based group that monitors
the war through an extensive network of activists.
On January 9th, 21 civilians were
killed when Russian jets fired four
missiles into a judicial complex
run by the rebel al-Nusra Front, alQaeda’s Syrian branch, in Maarat
al-Numan in north-western Idlib
province. The observatory said 29
militants and seven detainees also
died.
Moscow, a staunch ally of embattled Syrian President Bashar Assad,
has come under growing international censure for the rising civilian death toll in the high-intensity
Russian air campaign against rebel
forces that began on September
30th.
“The Russians… have far less
concern for civilian casualties than
US forces,” observed the US-based
global security consultancy Stratfor. “This means the Islamic State
can no longer count on things like
schools, hospitals and mosques to
provide them with safety from air
strikes.”
Doctors Without Borders reported in December that Russia
had stepped up attacks on medical
facilities and aid convoy assembly areas in the north and bombed
a vegetable market in Arihah, in
northern Idlib province, an attack
that killed more than 35 people.

“Rescue workers are
no longer marking
their vehicles
because they believe
they’re being
targeted
deliberately.”
Russia seems to be playing by
what one might call “Damascus
rules” — a modern-day spin on the
regime’s ferocious February 1982
slaughter of at least 20,000 people
in Hama, Syria’s fourth largest city,
in crushing a Muslim Brotherhood
uprising. “Hama rules” — meaning
no rules at all — became synonymous with indiscriminate shelling

and mass murder.
Markets have been a frequent
target of Syrian air raids using notoriously destructive barrel bombs,
largely as a means of terrifying civilian populations of rebel-held urban areas.
On December 23rd, Amnesty International declared that Russian
air strikes may be considered war
crimes after the British-based human rights organisation investigated the deaths of about 200 civilians killed in their homes, medical
facilities and other public spaces
between September and November
2015.

Moscow dismisses
allegations of
indiscriminate
bombings as
“absurd”.
Moscow dismisses allegations of
indiscriminate bombings as “absurd”. But Philip Luther of Amnesty International said the Russians
“have directly attacked civilians…
by striking residential areas with
no evident military target and even
medical facilities. Such attacks may
amount to war crimes.”
The Syrian Observatory reported
on December 30th that Russian
forces had carried out more than
5,000 air strikes since September
30th that have killed more than
2,300 people, including 800 civilians, 180 of them children, along
with some 1,600 rebels.
By comparison, US forces and
their allies have flown some 7,500
air strikes in Syria and Iraq since
August 2014. In many of these operations, no weapons were fired, in
part because of the prospect of inflicting civilian casualties.
In June 2015, US Air Force Lieutenant-General John Hesterman,
US commander of the air campaign
against the Islamic State (ISIS), said
the offensive was “the most precise
and disciplined in the history of
aerial warfare”.
But there have been repeated
allegations of civilian casualties
inflicted by coalition attacks. The
independent monitoring group
Airwars reported in November that
public information suggested that
between 682 and 977 civilians had
been killed in US, Australian, Canadian, French and Dutch raids since
August 2014.
Russia’s high-intensity air strikes
using bombers and helicopter gunships are often indiscriminate because they employ “dumb bombs”
rather than the precision-guided

A girl carrying a baby inspects damage in a site hit by what activists said were air strikes carried out
by the Russian Air Force in the town of Douma, Syria, on January 10th.
munitions used by the United
States and its allies against ISIS.
But the Russians show little compunction about hitting civilian areas because ISIS and other groups
seek to protect their forces and operational bases by installing them
in civilian zones. The Americans restrict attacks on such targets, even
with their much-vaunted, precision-guided weapons.
While it is clear that the number
of civilians the coalition has killed
is considerably less than the Russian toll, military analysts say the
Russians have probably been more
effective from a military standpoint. There is no doubt Russian intervention saved the Assad regime
from collapse.
The intensity of their air strikes
has had a significant impact on ISIS
in northern Syria, including the city
of Raqqa, the de facto capital of the
Islamic caliphate the jihadists proclaimed in June 2014. Syrian regime
forces supported by Russian air
power have been steadily advancing on all fronts in recent weeks.
ISIS is by no means on the floor
but the Russian air strikes are relentless and if ground forces keep

closing in the jihadists will be in
deep trouble.
Worse may be to come. In recent weeks, Moscow doubled its
air strength in Syria to around 50
combat jets and has also committed 25 long-range Tu-22, Tu-95 and
Tu-160 strategic bombers, flying
from southern Russia, to the Syrian
campaign.
This has been augmented even
further by cruise missiles fired from
warships in the eastern Mediterranean, and the Caspian sea 1,500km
to the north-east.
Added to this growing weight of
firepower, the French, nominally
Western allies who have deployed
their only aircraft carrier, the
Charles de Gaulle, in the eastern
Mediterranean, have been increasingly collaborating with the Russian
air campaign as they seek revenge
for the November 13th slaughter in
Paris by ISIS.
In one of the most stinging criticisms of Russia’s air campaign, British Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond alleged on January 15th after
meeting Syrian civil defence workers during a visit to Adana in southern Turkey that Russia is violating
all the norms of war in Syria.
He accused the Russians of deliberately targeting rescue workers, schools and hospitals, often
launching second strikes solely to
pound rescue operations. “If you go
back for a second strike, you know
what you’re doing,” Hammond observed.
He said the Syrians he spoke to
in Adana, where they were undergoing training, noted that Russian
air raids were distinct from those
of the Syria Air Force because the
Russians always attack with multiple aircraft — Syrian raids are usually just one or possibly two aircraft
because of losses from nearly five
years of combat — and invariably
return to their targets 15-20 minutes after the initial strike to deliberately hit rescue teams.
The Syrian rescue teams say they
can tell when they are hit by Russian aircraft because they attack
from higher altitudes than the Syrians, which makes precision bombing extremely difficult.
“Rescue workers are no longer
marking their vehicles because they
believe they’re being targeted de-

liberately,” Hammond said. “They
also told me that hospitals around
Aleppo and Idlib (provinces) have
had Red Cross symbols removed
because they’re becoming a target
for the Russians.”
In recent weeks, the air campaign
against ISIS in Syria and Iraq by a
US-led coalition has concentrated
on hammering the oilfields captured by ISIS. But until mid-November, US planners had avoided
attacks on such targets because
they did not want to destroy important economic infrastructure that
would be needed to rebuild warbattered Syria and Iraq once ISIS
was crushed.
“The war will end,” US State Department spokesman Mark Toner
observed in September 2014. “We
don’t want to completely and utterly destroy these facilities to where
they’re irreparable.”

Russian forces had
carried out more
than 5,000 air
strikes that have
killed more than
2,300 people,
including 800
civilians.
The Russians were less considerate. “We’ll level everything there,”
declared Frants Klintsevich, deputy
head of the Defence Committee of
the upper house of Russia’s parliament.
Moscow’s indifference to civilian
casualties has been evident in other
ways. Amid the allegations of systematically hitting civilians, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov
compared the outcry to Washington’s bombing of a Doctors Without
Borders hospital in Afghanistan on
October 3rd that killed 30 people
and for which US President Barack
Obama apologised and the Pentagon admitted to “human and technical errors”.
“So the hospital was accidentally
hit,” Lavrov said. “It doesn’t matter,
nothing to write home about.”
Ed Blanche is the Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly. He has covered
Middle Eastern affairs since 1967
and lives in Beirut.
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Major Saudi-Chinese deals during Xi’s visit

Saudi King Salman bin Abdelaziz Al Saud (R) and Chinese President Xi Jinping reviewing the honour guard upon the latter’s arrival in Riyadh, on January 19th.

Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

S

audi Arabia and China
signed 14 agreements during President Xi Jinping’s
first visit to the Middle
East, including a deal to
build a nuclear reactor.
Most of the agreements were
economic, including one for strategic cooperation between oil giants
Saudi Aramco and China Petroleum

and Chemical Corporation (Sinopec).
Xi and Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud on January 20th
marked the inauguration of a jointventure oil refinery in Yanbu Industrial City on the Red Sea. The YASREF refinery is 62.5% held by Saudi
Aramco and Sinopec holds the balance. The facility is one of five jointventure refineries for Saudi Arabia.
Four are overseas, including one in
Fujian, China.
Aramco has also been in talks to
acquire a stake in a China National

Petroleum Corporation refinery as
well as retail assets, Reuters said,
a deal that would help Aramco sell
more of its output to China amid
growing competition. The deal
is estimated to be worth $1 billion-$1.5 billion.
Officials announced on January
19th a memorandum of understanding (MoU) for the construction of a high-temperature, gascooled nuclear reactor. Neither the
location nor the expected capacity
of the plant was disclosed. Another
MoU concerned renewable energy.
Xi’s visit also had political dimensions, with China giving support for
the internationally recognised and
Saudi-backed Yemeni government,
which is fighting Iran-allied Houthi
rebels.
In a statement released after Xi’s
meeting with King Salman, the two
countries affirmed their support for
the unity, independence and sovereignty of Yemen, and that all social,
religious and political groups in
the country should maintain their
national solidarity and avoid any
decisions that may cause social disruption and chaos.
“Both sides stressed support for
the legitimate regime of Yemen,”
the statement said.
The Saudi-Chinese statement

expressed deep concern over the
“grave” situation in Syria and renewed calls for a political resolution to the fighting. It also stressed
the need for humanitarian aid to
Syrian refugees to continue, encouraging the international community to provide greater support.

erating the Iranian regime from
sanctions, enabling this regime to
go on with its sectarian project and
hostile practices,” wrote columnist Ayman al-Hammad in the Saudi
pro-government Al-Riyadh newspaper, describing the removal of
sanctions as “ominous”.
Manama analyst Tariq al-Amir,
who wrote in Bahrain’s Al-Watan
daily, criticised US role in the Iranian nuclear negotiations. “This lesson teaches us that the USA is like
scorpions; it has no friends,” he
said. “When Iran was under sanctions, it managed to occupy four
Arab capitals. How many capitals
will it occupy with the flow of bil-

lions on its treasury?”
Similar sentiments were in the
Qatari press where Muhammad
Ayyadi warned: “Contrary to the
rosy picture painted by Washington, Iran will emerge more dangerous to the region in the future.”
Riyadh views Iran as a perpetual
threat, because of its support for
radical Shia militias, notably in
Yemen, Iraq, Lebanon and Syria,
where Saudi Arabia and Iran support opposite sides in the lengthy
civil war.
The Saudi religious establishment also showed deep concern.
A petition signed by 140 Saudi
clerics, some of them prominent
scholars, called on regional governments to be wary of what they
described as Iran’s “record of criminality and treachery” and to support regional Sunnis.

Saudi Arabia is
China’s largest
Middle East trading
partner, with
bilateral trade
estimated at more
than $71 billion.
The visit of China’s president to
Saudi Arabia comes at a time when
the economies of both countries are
in the international spotlight.
China, after posting rapid growth
for more than a decade, has seen
a significant slowdown in the last
two years. In 2015, the Chinese
economy grew 6.9%; its slowest
growth in 25 years. But some analysts say official government data
have been inflated and that growth
is much weaker. The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has predicted
China’s economy to grow by 6.3% in
2016 and 6% in 2017.

GCC worried by lifting of Iran sanctions
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

S

audi Foreign Minister Adel
al-Jubeir said Riyadh,
promising to protect regional security, was wary
of the potential for Iranian
“nefarious activities” bankrolled
by the economic windfall caused
by the removal of international
economic sanctions.
“Saudi Arabia will not allow Iran
to undermine our security or the
security of our allies. We will push
back against attempts to do so.”
Jubeir wrote in an opinion article
published January 19th in the New
York Times, giving the first formal
Saudi reaction to the end of more
than ten years of sanctions against
the Islamic Republic following
last July’s nuclear deal with world
powers.
Jubeir, speaking to Reuters, said
how Tehran used the additional
funds would be followed closely.
“If they (funds) go to support the
nefarious activities of the Iranian
regime, this will be a negative and
it will generate a pushback,” he
said. “If they go towards improving the living standards of the Iranian people then it will be something that would be welcome.”
Saudi Arabia and its Gulf Arab allies expressed worries the nuclear
agreement would not stop Iran
from building a nuclear arsenal

and the lifting of sanctions would
enable Tehran to finance Shia militant groups across the Middle East,
destabilising Arab countries.
Asked about the likelihood
of Saudi Arabia seeking nuclear
weaponry of its own, Jubeir told
CNN: “Saudi Arabia will do whatever it takes to protect the nation
and people from any harm and I
will leave it at that.”
Official reaction to ending Iranian sanctions from the other five
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
countries has been muted but the
media joined a chorus of condemnation.
“The White House is now lib-

Saudi Arabia and its
Gulf Arab allies
expressed worries
the nuclear
agreement would
not stop Iran.

A file photo shows GCC foreign ministers during a meeting of Gulf
foreign ministers on December 7, 2015 in Riyadh.

The statement said the Iranian
regime seeks to impose control
and dominate the Muslim world
through support for some governments, arming and mobilising sectarian militias and exploitation of
minorities for political gain.
The clerics said the GCC should
beware of infiltrators, citing cells

The IMF has meanwhile slashed
its forecast for Saudi economic
growth for 2016 and 2017 to 1.2%
and 1.9%, respectively. The IMF
blamed the expected slowdown on
the slowing Chinese economy and
low oil prices.
Saudi Arabia cut government
spending at the end of 2015 after
posting a record $98 billion budget
deficit for the year. The kingdom
also introduced a number of measures regarding subsidies, including
an increase in domestic petrol prices of more than 50%. Water, electricity, diesel and kerosene prices
also went up.
The austerity measures are expected to save the kingdom $7 billion annually, according to Riyadhbased Jadwa Investment. The firm
said savings from the Saudis’ hike
on diesel fuel are estimated at $2.75
billion and petrol levies are expected to save $2.5 billion.
Saudi Arabia is China’s largest
Middle East trading partner, with
bilateral trade estimated at more
than $71 billion for 2014, according
to the Saudi Ministry of Finance.
Xi was also to visit Iran and Egypt
on his current trip.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

affiliated with Iran that were recently uncovered in Kuwait and
Bahrain. They said Iran’s “project”
should be countered by any means
necessary; economic, military, religious or through the media.
Saudi Arabia cut commercial and
diplomatic ties with Tehran after
Iranians attacked the kingdom’s
diplomatic missions in Tehran and
in Mashhad in protest of the January 2nd execution of a radical Saudi Shia cleric. Bahrain also severed
ties and the United Arab Emirates
downgraded relations. Kuwait recalled its envoy to Tehran.
UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh
Abdullah bin Zayed al-Nahyan,
writing on Twitter, told his Iranian
counterpart Javad Zarif that he was
hypocritical to criticise Saudi Arabia’s human-rights record. Zarif
replied in a tweet: “Diplomacy is
the domain of the mature; not arrogant nouveau-riche.”
Despite tough rhetoric from
Emirati officials, the UAE has not
severed commercial ties with Tehran.
In spite of the sanctions, Iran
was the United Arab Emirates’
fourth largest economic partner
in 2014 with nearly $17 billion in
cross-border trade.
Iranians were the fourth largest
foreign buyers of Dubai property
in 2010, accounting for 12% of real
estate transactions. According to
property consultant Cluttons, that
figure dropped 3% in the first quarter of 2015.
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Kawczynski: British media getting
it wrong on Saudi Arabia
Mahmud el-Shafey

E
London

ngagement is the
watchword for
MP Daniel
Kawczynski,
famously, or
perhaps infamously, one of
the most proSaudi British
parliamentarians in recent
history.
A member of the Foreign Affairs
Select Committee and chairman of
the All Party Committee on Saudi
Arabia, Kawczynski has consistently taken positions in support of
the kingdom. Speaking to The Arab
Weekly in his office in Westminster, he acknowledged the criticism
he has received for his pro-Saudi
stances but said this would not
stop him from speaking out.
“I think it’s very fashionable to
be anti-Saudi. A lot of politicians
get a lot of accolades for denigrating Saudi Arabia and challenging
the way they do things but my
concern is British national strategic interests. We have a very
longstanding relationship with
Saudi Arabia and a huge amount of
cooperation in terms of energy, industry and jobs,” said Kawczynski,
a member of the ruling Conservative party.
“We also cooperate a great deal
in terms of counterterrorism. British lives have been saved because
of the information that Saudi
Arabia has given us.”
That message is not one that the
British media is interested in hearing, he said, pointing to the coverage of the January 2nd execution
of 47 Saudi nationals convicted
on terror-related charges as an example, with media furore swirling
almost exclusively around just one
name: Shia cleric Nimr al-Nimr.
“What is wrong is how lazy the
British media are in terms of not
challenging, probing and scrutinising the court process and the Saudi
judiciary system as to why this
man was actually put to death,”
Kawczynski said.
He acknowledges that Saudi
Arabia could do a better job of

getting its message out, saying: “I
hope, for their sake, they will be
more proactive in engaging with
the media to explain why Nimr
al-Nimr was put to death even if
it means releasing the transcripts
of the court proceedings… I think
that is eminently sensible.”
Nimr was executed along with
46 other Saudis, most of them
al-Qaeda members convicted on
terrorism-related charges. Nimr
had been found guilty of a number
of terrorism-related allegations,
including instigating sedition. He
was arrested after firing on police.
“I think they even actually need
help,” Kawczynski said. “What
they need is a proper public
relations company to proactively
engage on their behalf to the media because at the moment their
message is not getting across.”
The issue goes beyond UK-Saudi
relations to encompass a Middle East that is more chaotic and
divided than at any other time in
recent years, with Saudi Arabia
and Iran in the midst of a regionwide proxy war and the spectre of
the Islamic State (ISIS) rising.
“I think relations between Saudi
Arabia and Iran are the worst they
have been in the last 25 years. And
they are getting worse,” Kawczynski said.
He seemed to tacitly acknowledge that much of the fault lies
with Iran, which Saudi Arabia
accuses of fomenting unrest in the
Middle East through its support of
Houthi rebels in Yemen, Hezbollah
in Lebanon and the Assad regime
in Syria.
The P5+1 nuclear deal with Iran
has been roundly praised internationally but Saudi Arabia and
Gulf Arab states remain sceptical
of Iran’s intentions. Kawczynski
concedes that it was ill-advised
not to involve the Saudis in the
P5+1 talks.
“I think that was a big mistake
because the discussions with the
Iranians focused primarily on the
nuclear issue and there were no
assurances given, nor sought, to
my knowledge, that as part of this
agreement to bring Iran in from
the cold that they would stop
funding terrorist organisations,”
he said.
“The Saudis have been very
good allies to us but at the last

“British lives have been saved
because of the information that
Saudi Arabia has given us.”
MP Daniel Kawczynski

minute we just ignored their plea
[to participate in the talks] and
got this agreement with Iran while
Iran is continuing to create instability in the region. That’s wrong.”
Using the new UK government
designation and Arabic acronym
for ISIS, he said this is one area in
which Saudi Arabia and Iran can
cooperate, even amid deep suspicions and infighting elsewhere.
“Daesh poses just as much a
threat to Iran as it does to Saudi
Arabia. It is in both countries’
interests to set their differences
aside and at least in the interim,
in the short term, collaborate on
helping to eliminate this mutual
threat,” he said.
Kawczynski says there is room,
even among the latest diplomatic
crisis, to manoeuvre.
“If we can get Saudi Arabia and
Iran around the same table to
come to some sort of understanding, which is sustainable, this will
benefit not just those two countries but the world,” he said.
“It would be very difficult. The
talks would be tortuous and they
would be prolonged and they
would stall and there would be a
lot of tension, concern, fear and
exasperation, maybe over weeks,
months or years… But I do know
that if we don’t attempt this, then
we will be letting the next generation down and the problems
that exist at the moment would
continue and be exasperated.”
Perhaps Kawczynski, the only
parliamentarian born under Communism (he was born in Warsaw,
under the Polish People’s Republic), has a unique view and belief
in the power of diplomacy.
“We’re not reinventing the
wheel. This is something that has
happened since modern diplomacy has been devised and I’m sure a
formula acceptable to both Riyadh
and Tehran could be facilitated,”
he said.
“Senior politicians from both
countries have expressed a
willingness to engage with their
counterparts. Once they finish insulting the other side, they admit
that they would be prepared to sit
down and negotiate. Let’s put that
to the test.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Yemen risks becoming a failed state

View poi nt

Khairallah
Khairallah

Y

emen looks set to
remain in the regional
and international
headlines for some
time to come. What
happened in Yemen in
2015 will likely reverberate
throughout 2016 and beyond.
Yemen desperately needs a new
vision, one that has yet to manifest
itself for a number of reasons,
not least that the collapse of the
regime that was established by Ali
Abdullah Saleh was accompanied
by the collapse of the entire system
in Yemen and marked the end of the
central government’s control over
all of Yemeni territory, including
the capital, Sana’a.
So what happens after the
collapse of the Yemeni central
government and the confirmation
that the first president of a

Nobody can imagine the
alliance between Saleh
and the Houthis lasting
forever.

unified Yemen — Saleh — would also
likely be the last?
There has always been conflict
in Yemen. During the Saleh
era, the conflict in Yemen was
managed from Sana’a. There was
conflict with the Shia Houthis in
the furthest north of the country,
which ended after the Muslim
Brotherhood’s coup against the
former president. Then the conflict
was relocated to Sana’a itself.
The Muslim Brotherhood simply
did not realise that it would be the
Houthis who would fill the vacuum
left by Saleh. During the early
parts of the “Arab spring”, Saleh
truly faced a popular revolution
led by Yemen’s youth but this
was ultimately hijacked by the
Brotherhood, which sought, and
failed, to monopolise power.
The Houthis’ takeover of Sana’a
also did not stop the conflict,
whether in Yemen generally or
Sana’a and its environs specifically.
This is a conflict that will go on and
on, not least because it is impossible
for a backward rebel group, backed
by Iran, to control a city like Sana’a,
let alone a country like Yemen.
More than this, nobody can
imagine the alliance between Saleh

and the Houthis lasting forever.
These two parties fought more than
six wars with a combined death
toll of more than 30,000 during the
Saleh era. What we are seeing is a
temporary alliance based on mutual
interests.
Until recently, Saleh had been
known as a pragmatist but based
on his alliance with the Iranbacked Houthis and the chaos that
it has wrought across the country,
it seems that he has completely
misread the situation in the country
and region. There has even been
speculation that the ex-president is
not in his right mind, with Yemeni
former-prime minister Abdul Karim
al-Iryani speculating that Saleh
has become overcome with a desire
for revenge after he was almost
killed in a 2011 bomb assassination
attempt.
Following the Houthi takeover,
Arab Gulf states had no choice but
to carry out this military operation
to confront Iran’s attempts to
take de facto control of Yemen.
The fighting is ongoing, despite
ceasefire attempts, and the Houthis
cannot seem to understand that the
Gulf coalition will not withdraw
until it achieves victory on the

Will there
be a quick
resolution
or will the
unrest last
for years
and what
price will
the Yemeni
people pay?

ground and Sana’a is back under
government control.
But many questions remain: How
can the Arab Gulf forces return the
situation in Yemen to the status quo,
forcing the Houthis to retreat en
masse from a number of different
provinces? Even if they do pen them
back in Saada, their traditional
northern stronghold, what next?
How can we find a political figure
capable of uniting Yemen’s disparate
forces and filling the void left by
Saleh?
More importantly, how can we
confront al-Qaeda and the Islamic
State (ISIS) after the latest chaos in
Yemen has helped terrorist groups
take control of entire provinces,
cities and neighbourhoods?
Yemen is teetering on being a
failed state. What happens next
will be crucial. Will there be a quick
resolution or will the unrest last for
years and what price will the Yemeni
people pay?
Khairallah Khairallah is a Lebanese
writer. The commentary was
translated and adapted from the
Arabic. It was originally published
in the London-based Al Arab
newspaper.
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Standing up to Israeli
settlements

G

rowing international pressure against Israel’s occupation policies should be lauded and encouraged.
Israel’s hard-line government needs to realise that,
even in these most turbulent times, the world is not
looking the other way while it pursues its unjust
policies.
The Palestinian issue, though no longer at the top of
the agenda in the Middle East and North Africa, remains a source of
regional tension and instability.
In a statement issued on January 18th, European Union foreign
ministers reiterated their commitment to “achieving a two-state
solution that meets Israeli and Palestinian security needs and
Palestinian aspirations for statehood and sovereignty” and “ends
the occupation that began in 1967″.
They specifically criticised Israeli settlements as “an obstacle to
peace [that] threatens to make a two-state solution impossible.” EU
ministers reaffirmed their intent to label exports from the settlements as such.
Such an unequivocal stand by the European Union is a necessary
response to Israel’s ever-expanding settlements that are making
Palestinian statehood and comprehensive peace an increasingly
impossible dream to achieve.
With the help of successive Israeli governments, more than
500,000 Jewish settlers now reside in 237 settlements in the West
Bank and in eastern Jerusalem.
Referring to the ongoing violence that in the past four months has
cost the lives of 146 Palestinians, 25 Israelis and one American, the
EU ministers stressed that “security measures alone cannot stop
the cycle of violence” and “only the re-establishment of a political
horizon and the resumption of dialogue can stop the violence”.
In a report issued January 19th, Human Rights Watch (HRW) shed
new light on the role of the 1,000 or so companies — both Israeli and
foreign — operating in the settlements. Businesses in settlements,
pointed out HRW, “depend on and contribute to the unlawful
confiscation of Palestinian land and resources by financing,
developing and marketing settlement homes”.
A surprisingly bold stand came from US Ambassador to Israel
Daniel Shapiro, who criticised Israeli authorities’ unfair legal
practices in the occupied territories. He told an audience in Tel Aviv
on January 18th: “Too much vigilantism goes unchecked and at
times there seem to be two standards of adherence to the rule of
law: one for Israelis and another for Palestinians.”
Two Jewish extremists were indicted in January for carrying out
the horrendous West Bank arson attack that killed 18-month-old Ali
Dawabsha and his parents. But unfair practices endure.
According to rights groups, Israelis involved in violent acts
against Palestinians are rarely held accountable while Palestinian
suspects receive draconian treatment and often held for long
periods without charge. Israelis are judged according to civil law
but Palestinians living under occupation have to reckon with Israeli
military law.
The Israeli human rights group Yesh Din says there is an 85%
failure rate in Israel’s investigation of “ideologically motivated
crimes” committed by Israelis against Palestinians. Over the past
decade, the group says that of the 1,104 investigations opened by
Israeli police following complaints by Palestinians, only 75 indictments were eventually served.
The Arab world is consumed by war, civil strife and the threat of
terror. Israel should not be allowed to take advantage of these crises
to further its discriminatory and expansionist policies. Ending
Israeli occupation and establishing a Palestinian state remain a
crucial objective that will help establish peace and stability in the
region and beyond.
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China steps into the
Middle East quagmire

L

ife in the “good old
days” of the Cold War
was indeed far simpler.
With the disappearance of the two
stabilising factors that
dictated Middle East policy — the
Claude Salhani
Soviet Union and an engaged
United States — the region is
more volatile than ever. The
arrival on the scene of new
stakeholders will further complicate a deeply complex situation.
The absence of the traditional
powers in the Middle East, despite
the vivid tension that prevailed in
the days of the Cold War, nevertheless helped maintain some sort
of imposed order on the region.
Indeed, the demise of the Soviet
Union and the pulling back of the
United States from the region’s
politics left the stage open to a
number of new actors and ushered
in a number of new conflicts.
Long-dormant disputes rose to
the forefront and multiple wars
raged across the region from the
skirmishes along the TunisianAlgerian border to full-fledged
battles in the southern tip of the
Arabian peninsula, not forgetting
the devastating war in Syria.
Thus, the stage was set for Iran
to start its serious involvement
in the region with the Islamic
Republic supporting Syrian President Bashar Assad militarily. It did
not take long for the Turks to get
dragged into the region’s complex
politics and, ultimately, militarily as well with Turkish troops
deployed in Iraq.
And now, inevitably with the
Russians firmly entrenched with
naval bases in the eastern Mediterranean and a US administration
that seems to lack any coherent
foreign policy, the door is wide
open for China’s appearance in the
region.
The Chinese have a double reason to get involved in the Middle
East.
First, it has long been China’s
desire to have political influence
in the Middle East but, try as it
may, relations between Beijing
and Arab capitals have never
warmed to the level they
did with Washington
The Chinese have a
or Moscow or Paris or
As China’s
double reason to get Islamabad.
fast-growing middle class
developed, Beijing underinvolved in the
stood the need for greater
Middle East.
amounts of oil.
And second, Beijing
believes that, to become a
superpower, it must prove
itself diplomatically.
With that in mind, Chinese
President XI Jinping visited Saudi
Arabia and Iran, two regional
powers locked in dispute, so far

limited to fighting via proxies.
However, as tensions mount, so,
too, does the danger of a direct
confrontation.
Such a confrontation would
place the entire oil-producing
Gulf region in jeopardy and would
send oil markets into uncharted
territory, further adding to the
tensions among opposing factions
in the region.
Tensions between Saudi Arabia
and Iran have escalated since
Saudi authorities executed Shia
cleric Nimr al-Nimr on January
2nd, triggering outrage among
Shias.

Chinese leaders
believe if the
Middle East is
not stable, the
world cannot be
very peaceful.
Iran responded by not effectively preventing protesters storming
the Saudi embassy in Tehran and
its consulate in Mashhad, prompting Riyadh to sever relations.
Tehran cut commercial ties with
Riyadh and barred pilgrims from
travelling to Mecca.
It is in this political environment that Xi began his visit to the
region. Xi was also to visit Egypt.
China has been very cautious in
trying to appear neutral, repeating that it had always taken “a
balanced and just position” in
the dispute between Riyadh and
Tehran.
Chinese leaders believe if the
Middle East is not stable, the
world cannot be very peaceful.
China has left the politics of the
Middle East to the other permanent members of the UN Security
Council — the United States, Russia, Great Britain and France. But
recently the Chinese have been eager to have a greater say. The last
time a Chinese president visited
the region was when Hu Jintao
went to Saudi Arabia in 2009 and
Jiang Zemin visited Iran in 2002.
China is also eager to prevent
any rapprochement between its
Uighur Muslim population and
Islamists in the Middle East and
is hoping to find natural allies in
Saudi Arabia and Iran.
With cheap labour, goods made
in China have flooded markets
around the world. With Beijing
entering the Middle East political
scene, you can also expect to see
politics made in China.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly. Follow
him on Twitter @Claudesalhani.
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‘Arab winter's’ choice between stability and democracy

F

ive years after the start
of the uprisings in the
Arab world, we may be
near to coming full
circle in Western
attitudes towards the
region. The perception in 2011
Michael Young
that a democratic wave was
sweeping the region has been
replaced by growing anxiety in
Europe and the United States that
the ensuing chaos threatens
Western interests and national
security.
That’s unfortunate, as the story
in the Middle East has not been
solely one of anarchy. While
an exception more than the
rule, Tunisia emerged from the
transition away from president
Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali with some
success. The country still faces
problems but the approval of a
new constitution in 2015 and the
willingness of Ennahda, the main
Islamist party, to compromise
with its secular opponents showed
there are paths open to Arab
countries other than conflict.
Yet Tunisia is not the example
that sticks in the minds of many
Western officials. Rather, they look
primarily towards Libya and Syria,
and even Egypt, and what they see
is that the breakdown of the state
can breed frightening disorder.
Western ambiguity has not been
reassuring. In Egypt, support for
the regime of President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi has not really
been questioned, despite the
authoritarian streak in his rule.
While there was early American
reluctance to approve of the coup
against president Muhammad
Morsi, this has subsided.
Today, Egypt is threatened
by a local version of the Islamic
State (ISIS) and because of this
most Western countries refuse
to challenge Sisi’s method of
governing. Indeed, the familiar
equation that the region offers
either democracy or stability
has returned to the fore and,
increasingly, the latter is regarded
as the priority.
The situation in Syria and Libya
has imposed different approaches
to state breakdown.
both countries
Outside help, particularly In
the West pushed
from the West, is vital to for the removal of a
dictator — in Libya
advancing democracy
successfully; in Syria
and providing the
somewhat less so.
What is worrisome is
economic assistance
that in seeking to reallowing this.
establish stability,
democracy may be
abandoned.
The removal of Muammar
Qaddafi created a void that rival
Libyan factions have tried to
fill, to disastrous effect. In an

Firefighters try to put out the fire in an oil tank in the port of Es Sider, in Ras Lanuf, Libya, on
January 6th.
environment of all against all, ISIS
sought to establish a presence.
In response, the Europeans have
sponsored an inter-Libyan accord
to prop up a government that can
defeat ISIS.
Until now, however, the
European plan continues to be
contested. While Libya is still too
divided to allow the return of a
centralised authoritarian regime,
as peaceful solutions are thwarted
the fear is that this may ultimately
lead to favouring a strong leader
little concerned with democratic
government.
In Syria, too, the West has been
of two minds over President
Bashar Assad. While virtually
all Western governments have
called on the Syrian president
to leave office, several have
conceded that he may be allowed
to remain during a transitional
period towards a settlement.
French politicians have called for
cooperating with Syria in the fight
against domestic terrorism.
Many countries, above all the
United States, have coordinated
with Assad’s principal backer,
Russia, to facilitate the military
campaign against ISIS. That’s not
to say the Obama administration
is happy with Russian support

for the Assad regime but, in its
list of Syrian priorities, the battle
against ISIS takes precedence over
democratic rule.
For decades the democracyversus-stability argument was
used by Arab leaders to neutralise
Western demands for more open
government. Arab leaders proved
to be able manipulators of this
game, ensuring they had just
enough Islamist opposition to
scare Western critics into silence.
It’s either us or the Islamists, Arab
leaders invariably warned.
Today, the issue may no
longer be one of dictators versus
Islamists but about what the
priority in the region should be:
stability or democracy? This has
become all the more acute in
that instability is now regarded
as creating ideal conditions for
terrorist organisations, such as
ISIS, to thrive.
Better some sort of state, even
an authoritarian one, than a
vacuum that will attract violent
non-state actors.
However, if this leads to
an eventual acceptance of
authoritarian regimes, it would
be a major mistake. The reason is
that the breakdown of states in the
Arab world was largely facilitated

by the existence of illegitimate
regimes that survived through
repression. Stability may have
been guaranteed for decades
but when it disintegrated the
consequences were devastating.
The problem is that few Western
states are willing to assist in the
lengthy processes of Arab state
formation or revival. Yet patience
is required to give states the time
and security needed to build
institutions bolstering more
representative orders. But Western
countries, preoccupied with their
own domestic challenges, seem
reluctant to do so.
That’s not to say that Arabs have
no role to play in resurrecting
their states. Indeed, the dominant
role is theirs. But outside help,
particularly from the West, is
vital to advancing democracy and
providing the economic assistance
allowing this.
If the choice is left to one
between stability and democracy,
democracy may again come a
distant second.
Michael Young is a commentator
and analyst based in Beirut. He
is the author of The Ghosts of
Martyrs’ Square: An Eyewitness
Account of Lebanon’s Life Struggle.

The dashed hopes of the ‘Arab spring’

I

f the hopes generated by the
2011 revolts in the Arab
world were quickly dashed,
it was because they quickly
turned out to be less an
“Arab spring” than Islamist
uprisings. Hope was that the
Alaya Allani
uprisings would lead to jobs and
freedom. Instead, they led to wars
over identity and threatened to
shatter Middle East and North
Africa maps.
While the uprisings were at least
partially spontaneous, speculation
quickly grew that they were perhaps programmed from outside the region. A University
Eventually, freedom of Michigan survey released
in December shows that the
of expression
percentage of Tunisians who
remained the main see a “Western conspiracy”
behind the political upheavals
tangible
in Egypt, Libya and Tunisia
achievement.
had increased from 9% in
2013 to 40% in 2015. Those
who say that “freedom and
democracy” were the main
reasons for the uprisings dropped
during the same period from 56%
to 29%.
The change of views is a measure

of the disillusionment over the
uprisings.
Eventually, freedom of expression remained the main tangible
achievement; even though its
benefits have been curtailed by
money and business lobbies. There
were also free elections in Tunisia
in 2014. But employment, dignity
and freedom have remained mere
slogans as violence, sectarian
strife, trafficking and the deterioration of the economic and security
situation became the norm in the
region.
The main problem was that in
2011 the prime concern among
the new elites in “Arab spring”
countries was the establishment
of Islamic rule. Once in power,
the proponents of political Islam,
especially in Tunisia and Egypt,
felt they did not anymore need the
support of the liberal or the leftist
politicians.
They chose to ally themselves
with Salafists, smothering the
yearning for a better life and dashing hopes initially generated by the
“Arab spring”. They did not bring
about a democracy-based project.

They promised civil democracies
but worked instead on establishing
quasi-religious political systems
whose central project was the pursuit of identity wars.
The common denominator
among “Arab spring” countries
is the widening of insecurity as
the jihadist peril spreads. Priority has shifted from employment
and freedom to restoring security
and rebuilding what wars have
destroyed.
In Libya, armed Islamist militias and jihadist groups such as
Ansar al-Sharia have been mostly
in control of political and security
decisions. Whatever remained of
state institutions quickly crumbled
and Libya is in total chaos.
A look at development indicators
in the Arab world shows that “Arab
spring” countries have suffered
the most serious setbacks. Foreign
investors are absent. Tourism is
shattered. Security is in jeopardy.
Even non-“Arab spring” countries
have suffered the adverse effects of
the turmoil since 2011.
It remains to be seen whether
the US-led and Russian-led coali-

tions will restore security in the
Middle East and North Africa or
whether terrorist groups will grow
beyond the Islamic State (ISIS).
Developments since 2011 have
dashed hopes that Arab governments introduce fundamental reforms and anchor a new moderate
and enlightened religious narrative
that is reconciled with the rest of
humanity.
What has been missing is a process of true modernity that constitutes the basis of genuine political
and societal democracy; not the
formal democracies of the days before the “Arab spring”– which were
either sterile or led to bloodbaths
such as Algeria’s 100,000 dead —
nor the “Arab spring” situation that
has led to more than 250,000 dead
in Syria and undermined all sense
of security in the region.
Will 2016 usher in the end of
wars and the needed focus on construction instead? Let us hope so.
Alaya Allani is an expert on Islamic
extremism. He teaches at the
University of Manouba in Tunis.
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Shia attacks on Sunni
mosques in Iraq rekindle
fears of sectarian strife
Jamal J. Halaby
and Omar Hejab

Baghdad

A

spate of Shia militia attacks on at least 13 Sunni
mosques in Iraq kindled
fears of renewed sectarianism, reminiscent
of the dark days of 2006-07 when
tens of thousands of Shias and Sunnis were killed in revenge attacks.
The latest conflict stems from
possible fallout from Saudi Arabia’s
dispute with Iran in Iraq, the only
country other than Iran with a significant Shia influence.
Weary of growing Shia and Iranian influence in a region long
dominated by Sunni Muslim governments, Saudi Arabia has been
active in Iraq and neighbouring
Syria to thwart the Shias’ sway in
those countries.

A spate of Shia
militia attacks on at
least 13 Sunni
mosques in Iraq
kindled fears of
renewed
sectarianism,
reminiscent of the
dark days of 2006-07.
The attacks on nine mosques in
Iraq’s eastern province of Diyala
and four in the south-central province of Babil came immediately after Saudi Arabia undertook a series
of bold moves illustrating a resolve
to stand up to Iran.

On January 1st, Riyadh reopened
its embassy in Baghdad after a closure of 25 years in protest of the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August
1990 under Iraqi dictator Saddam
Hussein.
Violence erupted on January 2nd
after Saudi Arabia executed Saudi
Shia cleric Nimr al-Nimr, triggering
angry reactions in Shia-dominated
Iraq and Iran and other Shia communities in the region. Saudi Arabia cut ties with Iran after mobs
attacked the kingdom’s embassy in
Tehran.
Despite the intensity of the attacks on the Sunni mosques, which
claimed the lives of at least 60
people and wounded another 130
Iraqi Shias and Sunnis after buildings were bombed, ransacked and
torched, observers said such violence is likely to be short-lived.
“This wave of violence will soon
subside as Iraqis are aware of the
wider implications, which is another wave of sectarianism that
no side has a stomach for at this
point,” said Ahmed Khazali, a social worker monitoring the situation in Diyala.
“It’s evident that the Shia community doesn’t want the tensions
to endure as it has pledged to fix
all the destroyed Sunni mosques in
Diyala,” Khazali said.
Shia leaders inside and outside
government called on Iraqis to remain focused on the root cause
of the problem, which, according
to Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi, is the Islamic State (ISIS),
which has a stake in instigating
sectarian strife to hinder the Iraqi
Army offensive that has defeated
the militant group in a number of
areas across Iraq.

Abadi called a recent assault in
Baghdad a “desperate attempt” by
militants to retaliate after their loss
in Ramadi, the provincial capital
of the vast western Anbar desert
region. In separate claims of responsibility, ISIS confirmed attacks
on targets that led to the raids on
mosques, which the Sunni Religious Endowment termed “heinous crimes”.

“This wave of
violence will soon
subside as Iraqis are
aware of the wider
implications.”
“The revenge of the angry mobs
by blowing up and attacking
mosques is a shameful criminal
act, like that of suicidal attacks that
have claimed the lives of innocent
civilians,” said the endowment’s
Iraq head, Sheikh Abdul-Latif alHemayem.
“These people follow a wicked
agenda aimed at inciting sedition
and creating instability in Iraq.”
In protest of the attacks, 69 lawmakers and cabinet ministers participated in a one-day boycott of
parliament and cabinet sessions
on January 19th, Raad al-Dahlaki, a
Sunni MP who was among the boycotting officials, said the protesting
officials demanded the government to bring the perpetrators to
justice.
In recent months, Iraqi and Kurdish forces backed by US-led air
strikes forced ISIS out of Sinjar, an
area that lies in the autonomous
Kurdish north and is the provincial
capital of Ramadi, west of Baghdad.

But the jihadist group appears resilient after previous defeats, often
seizing territory on other frontiers.
In the days after ISIS fighters were
driven out of Ramadi, the group
launched a coordinated assault on
the western Anbar town of Haditha.
On January 11th, ISIS went after softer targets in Baghdad and
Muqdadiyah, with attacks that appeared to be aimed at killing Shia
civilians and aggravating sectarian
tensions — a strategy pursued with
horrifying results by the group’s
predecessor, al-Qaeda in Iraq.
Gunmen targeted the entrance
to al-Jawhara mall in a mainly Shia
neighbourhood of Baghdad on
January 11th with a car bomb and
a suicide bomber before storming

in and opening fire. They killed 18
people and wounded more than 50.
A car bombing elsewhere in the city
killed five people and wounded 12.
Also on January 11th, back-toback suicide attacks on a coffee
shop frequented by Shia militias killed at least 24 people and
wounded 52 in Muqdadiyah, about
90km north-east of Baghdad. ISIS
claimed both major attacks.
Angry Shia mobs responded to
the Muqdadiyah bombings by attacking several Sunni mosques, destroying two and killing an imam,
according to Hemayem.
Omar Hejab, a pseudonym used
for safety reasons, is an Arab
Weekly contributor in Iraq and
contributed to this report.

Iraqi tribes take law and justice into their own hands
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

I

“

was forced to pay 70 million Iraqi dinars ($58,000),
otherwise myself and my
tribesmen would have suffered vengeance,” Khaled
said, recalling how he had no option but to acknowledge tribal rule
in a case filed against him by the
family of his deceased wife.
“My wife and daughter died
when their migrant boat sank in the
Mediterranean. Her family accused
me of having encouraged her to
emigrate, although I only accepted
after the whole thing was coordinated with her brother who lives in
Europe,” he said, asking to be identified only by his first name.
Khaled’s case illustrates the
growing de facto judicial autonomy
exercised by Iraq’s tribes vis-à-vis
state judicial institutions, a trend
that intensified after the 2003 US
invasion of Iraq, largely due to
weak central authority. Many families and individuals, especially in
central and southern provinces and
certain areas of Baghdad, resort to
their clan or tribe to resolve disputes and determine punishment
and financial compensation for
damages or losses incurred.
The tribes settle disputes among
their members and other clans
ranging from commercial to criminal offences, impose penalties and
determine settlement of blood
money.
In one of the ugliest cases of
“tribal justice”, a tribe in the southern province of Basra sanctioned a
rival clan by making them offer 50
of their women in compensation for
the death of tribesmen in an armed
dispute. The women were forced to

marry members of the compensated tribe in line with tribal customs,
which did not look at them as rightful spouses but as blood money.
Social activist Bushra Obeidi underscored injustices done to women under tribalism. “Offering women as a reparation to settle tribal
disputes is a crime punishable by
civil status law but unfortunately
there is no authority to implement
the rule of law,” Obeidi said.
“Civil and humanitarian organisations are struggling to defend
women, with the government failing to assume its responsibilities
in protecting the Iraqi people es-

pecially women who have been
wronged by tribal justice.”
Though it declined with the advent of the Ba’ath regime in the
1960s, the power of the tribes was
gradually restored as weakened
central government accommodated
them to maintain order and security in their territory. Tribal leaders
also took advantage of the absence
of government troops, who were
sent to fight the Islamic State (ISIS)
rather than settling conflicts in
tribal areas. Baghdad recently sent
reinforcements, including, according to the Associated Press, a tank
regiment and a commando battal-

Iraqi tribesmen hold up their weapons as they gather in the capital
Baghdad.

ion, to southern Basra to try to quell
tribal disputes.
Jurist Ali al-Rafii’ stressed that
the state’s judicial authorities
“should be the guarantor for all citizens who are supposed to seek justice at official courts and not with
the tribe”.
“The role of the judiciary has
been expropriated by the tribe,
which is henceforth dictating its
own rules that mostly contradict
state’s regulations and the constitution,” Rafii’ said. “Many tribes and
families of tribal leaders are making
a living from the income that comes
with settling disputes.”
He deplored the weakness of
successive governments that came
to power after 2003, arguing that
“these have sought to reinforce
their rule by relying on tribal and
sectarian support at the expense of
citizens’ rights”.
“In parallel, the judicial authorities lacked transparency and credibility. Most investigations into
tribal incidents or crimes are not
followed up properly and results
are never disclosed, like in the case
of 250 university students who
have been killed [at the height of
sectarian violence of 2006-08] but
nobody knows who is behind the
killings,” Rafii’ added.
Social researcher Alia Hosni noted that tribes have the means to enforce their judicial rulings through
tribal militias that have taken on
the role of security forces in their
respective areas. “The weakness of
the state’s judicial and security institutions pushed many to seek the
protection of their tribes in order to
secure their rights and guard their
properties,” Hosni said.
“Moreover, most tribes are covered by government parties which
bequeathed to them powers and
privileges that the judiciary is un-

able to challenge. Even judges have
been seeking the protection of their
tribes after facing threats by tribal
militias.”
Politicians have also been seeking tribal assistance. In one case,
the tribe of MP Hanan al-Fatlawi,
leader of the Irada Movement,
fined the tribe of Baligh Abou Kalal,
spokesman for the Homeland Parliamentary Bloc, 100 million dinars
($84,000) for making “slanderous”
TV comments.

The tribes settle
disputes among
their members and
other clans ranging
from commercial to
criminal offences.
Political analyst Wathek al-Hashimi predicted an even bigger role for
the tribes in settling disputes. “This
is because the Iraqi judiciary is going through a serious crisis, suffering mainly from public accusations
and distrust, which further undermines its ability to counter tribal
rule.”
According to For the Sake of
Iraq, a local human rights nongovernmental organisation, some
800 tribal rulings were made in the
Baghdad area in May 2015, whereas
1,200 cases were settled in Najaf
and 2,450 in Basra during the same
period.
“The (tribal) militias have become synonymous to security forces and the tribes are now equivalent
to the judicial authorities,” Hosni
remarked.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of The
Arab Weekly.
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Iraq threatened by partition
Harvey Morris

London

A

t a time when the Iraqi
government’s strategy
for pushing back the
Islamic State (ISIS) is
beginning to reap modest rewards, there are growing concerns that even total victory over
the insurgents will not guarantee
the survival of the Iraqi state.
In Kurdistan, there is renewed
talk of independence almost 18
months after a referendum on
breaking away from Baghdad was
shelved in the face of the ISIS assault on the region. In Basra, in the
oil-rich south, local Shias have renewed their perennial calls for autonomy in the face of alleged central government neglect.
In the east, around the disputed
town of Tuz Khurmatu, there have
been clashes involving Kurds,
Turkmen and Arabs and multiple
attacks on civilians, according to
Human Rights Watch.
The moderate Shia politician
Ayad Allawi recently suggested
that there was no Iraqi state as
such, merely a central power. “Everybody has a militia nowadays and
see themselves as right and others
as wrong,” he told an interviewer.

“If we do not
overcome this crisis,
Iraq will in the
future face
catastrophe and
partition.”
The former prime minister predicted: “If we do not overcome this
crisis, Iraq will in the future face
catastrophe and partition.”
Allawi’s views are perhaps coloured by his irritation at the decision of Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi to abolish his most
recent post of vice-president. Abadi scrapped the positions of three
vice-presidents in 2015 as part of

reforms designed to combat sectarianism and corruption.
Parallel reforms of the military
have borne some fruit in the recent
clawing back of territory, including
the town of Ramadi, seized by ISIS.
However, the greater challenge of
recovering the much larger city of
Mosul lies ahead.
ISIS has reacted to its recent territorial losses with bomb attacks in
Shia districts in eastern Iraq and
near Baghdad, stoking sectarian
tensions as Shia militias targeted
local Sunnis in revenge.
Despite progress on reconstructing the national army, which fled in
the face of the 2014 ISIS assault, the
war effort is highly dependent on
such Shia militias and the backing
of foreign coalition air strikes.
The Kurds have shown themselves to be an effective force
against ISIS, despite their internal
political divisions. However, they
are reluctant to be drawn into a war
outside what is historically Kurdish
territory.
Nechirvan Barzani, prime minister of the Kurdistan Regional
Government, recently told CNN
that the Kurds had regained all the
Kurdish territory that had been
seized by ISIS. They were also helping the Iraqi Army by securing the
Mosul dam, located in “areas in
which we are not interested”.
He was sceptical about a speedy
liberation of Mosul. “In my view I
don’t think the Iraqi Army will be
ready until six months from now,”
Barzani said.
Abadi faces the dilemma of granting concessions to one community
without exciting the expectations
of others. Soon after his government reached its latest deal with
the Kurds in their long-running oil
dispute with Baghdad, Abadi had
to confront a delegation from Basra
demanding the same autonomy
enjoyed by Kurdistan.
The autonomy push came at a
time of increasing lawlessness in
the southern city following the
diversion of local security forces
to the battle against ISIS. In midJanuary the government was re-

ported to have sent in an armoured
division of the army and additional
police to try to halt mounting feuds
between local Shia tribes.
In a recent study of the enduring
sectarianism of Iraqi political and
military affairs, Florence Gaub of
the European Union Institute for
Security Studies wrote:
“Kurdish politicians are uninterested in a strong, national Iraqi
military as their long-term goal is
independence. Sunni politicians
are still struggling with a political
system that does not treat them as
equals and how to voice opposition and negotiate improvements
within it. Shia politicians know
that their numerical dominance
guarantees them majorities if they
continue to appeal to sectarian sentiment.”

Kurdish politicians
are uninterested in a
strong, national
Iraqi military as
their long-term goal
is independence.
Barzani is not alone in suggesting, as he did to CNN, that Iraq and
its foreign allies need a much more
solid strategy to defeat ISIS rather
than merely containing it. However, even if the jihadist insurgents
are eventually ousted, there is little anticipation that sectarian and
ethnic divisions would suddenly
evaporate.
Allawi is among those who say
that if the present mistrust prevails, Iraq’s various components
will eventually go their own way.
But it would not be a peaceful separation, given the claims and counter-claims of the various communities. The former prime minister
warned that such a partition might
initiate a prolonged war.
Harvey Morris has worked in the
Middle East for many years and
written several books, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.

An Iraqi checks a damaged building near the al-Jawaher mall in
eastern Baghdad, the day after a bomb attack on January 12th.

Interview

Kurdish Iraq faces economic ‘tsunami’
Isabel Coles

I
Erbil

raq’s Kurdistan region is
in danger of being
drowned by an economic
“tsunami” as global oil
prices plunge, its deputy
prime minister said,
warning it could undermine the war effort
against the Islamic State

(ISIS).
Four months in arrears and
deeply in debt, the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), which
depends on oil revenue to survive,
has been hit hard by oil’s slump to
less than $30 per barrel from more
than $100 a barrel in 2014.
Even before oil’s recent losses,
the autonomous region was unable to meet its public payroll,
which includes the salaries of its
own armed forces, the peshmerga,
which are on the front line against
ISIS.
“The world is focused on the
war against ISIS but nobody wins
a war bankrupt,” Qubad Talabani
said in a January 14th interview. “I
think this is something the coalition against ISIS really do need to
factor into the equation.”
The peshmerga has emerged
as a key component of the US-led
coalition’s strategy to “degrade
and destroy” the radical Sunni
militants, driving them back in
northern Iraq with the help of air
strikes.
But Talabani said the economic

crisis threatened progress on the
battlefield: “The most dangerous
impact it can have is on morale.
We are getting desertions. People
are leaving their posts — it will
increase.”
The oil price crash has compounded Kurdistan’s economic
woes, which began in early 2014
when Baghdad slashed funding to the region to punish it for
exporting crude on its own terms
in pursuit of economic independence from Iraq.
Then ISIS overran one-third of
Iraq, driving more than 1 million
refugees into the region of 5 million people and scaring off foreign
investors.
To tackle the crisis, Kurdistan ramped up independent oil
exports in 2015 to more than
600,000 barrels per day (bpd) but
at current prices the region is still
left with a monthly deficit of more
than $700 million.
Asked whether the KRG was
calculating it might be better off
resuming oil exports under Baghdad’s auspices in return for a slice
of the revenue from their combined exports of more than 3.8
million bpd, Talabani said it would
make little difference.
“I don’t think this is a calculation we’re thinking of or they’re
thinking of because it doesn’t
actually change the equation for
anyone,” he said. “At this oil price,
a couple of hundred thousand
barrels here or there is not going
to fix Baghdad’s problems and it’s
not going to fix ours. We have to
think of another formula to fix our

“All of these
are factors that
are going to
slow down our
progress in the
war to degrade
and ultimately
destroy ISIS.”

Iraqi Kurdistan’s Deputy Prime
Minister Qubad Talabani.

economic problems”.
A 2015 deal in which the KRG
agreed to export 550,000 bpd of
crude through Iraq’s state oil marketing firm SOMO in exchange for
reinstatement of its budget share
was never properly implemented.
The same arrangement is embedded in Iraq’s 2016 budget but
Talabani indicated the KRG did
not intend to implement it.
“The fact that the control continues to lie 100% with the central
government and the lack of clarity
with our share of the budget and
how it’s calculated would restrict
us from going along with what’s
written in the 2016 budget,” Talabani said.
“We don’t want to rule out a
deal but we want a deal that’s
fair,” he said, adding that it need
not entail the KRG exporting oil
via SOMO.
After the oil-fuelled economic
boom it enjoyed in the wake of the
US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003,
the Kurdistan region faces spending cuts and economic reform,
and is also looking efforts to raise
non-oil revenue.
In December, the KRG cut the
allowances of ministers and other
officials by as much as 50% and
eliminated perks enjoyed by
senior civil servants. Talabani said
bigger changes were on the way.
“We’re not bankrupt yet but
if we don’t enact structural and actual reforms the current situation
is not sustainable,” he said.
The reforms will target three
main areas: fuel subsidies, the
power sector and the public pay-

roll, which costs the region $800
million per month. The KRG has
already opened the fuel market to
private companies and will consider selling parts of the electricity
sector, Talabani said.
“This is a tsunami,” he said. “Either we react and respond to it or
get dragged under. The initial step
is to stop the ship from sinking.”
The region, which has debts
of $15 billion-$18 billion, is also
considering ways of raising money
abroad such as soft loans, bailouts, pre-payment agreements
and monetising assets, including
oil infrastructure, Talabani said.
Plans to issue a $500 million Eurobond were derailed by falling oil
prices and rising political tensions
but could be revived in the future.
Despite recent gains on the battlefield, Talabani said he did not
expect an offensive to soon retake
the northern city of Mosul: “I
don’t think the Iraqi armed forces
are ready”.
The peshmerga will play a role
in the offensive whenever it happens but the Iraqi Army must take
the lead, he said.
In the meantime, more needs to
be done to find a political solution.
“I don’t see any traction on political reconciliation in Iraq,” Talabani said. Compared with a year
ago, Sunni disenfranchisement is
deeper and Shia mistrust of Sunni
intentions greater, he said.
“All of these are factors that are
going to slow down our progress
in the war to degrade and ultimately destroy ISIS,” he said.
(Reuters)
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Horrors recounted by survivors of ISIS prisons
Ahmad Ramadan

Northern Syria

I

t has been months since they
returned from hell but the
scars from having been imprisoned by the Islamic State
(ISIS) may never heal.
Since taking control of large portions of Syria in 2014, ISIS has set
up several prisons in Raqqa province, incarcerating thousands of
people on an array of charges.
The most prominent prisoners are held in the notorious Sadd
al-Furat prison in Tabqa, east of
Raqqa city, from which prisoners
rarely come out alive. Suspects of
collaboration with the Syrian regime and opposition groups fighting ISIS are mainly held at the former military tribunal prison and
“Point 11” station, the group’s security centre.
Perpetrators of minor offences,
such as traffic and dress-code violations, are detained in the governorate’s prison and the Islamic
police station. There is a women’s
prison of al-Khansa Brigade. AlManakher prison houses foreign
ISIS members accused of violations and foreign captives.
The depth of horror in Sadd alFurat was revealed by a former
ISIS member who fled to Turkey
several months ago. “It is a terrible
place,” said Abu Azzam, who spoke
to The Arab Weekly but asked to be
identified by this pseudonym.

The most prominent
prisoners are held in
the notorious Sadd
al-Furat prison in
Tabqa, east of Raqqa
city, from which
prisoners rarely
come out alive.
“I have been to the Sadd prison
more than once, transporting detainees from ‘Point 11′ detention
centre. I never saw the prisoners,
who were locked in a closed vehicle escorted by gunmen in two
cars,” Abu Azzam said.
He said he was not allowed to enter prison premises. Guards would

take the vehicle at the entrance,
drop off prisoners and return it to
the gate.
“Once I gave a fighter a ride from
the prison. He was Tunisian and
obviously drunk with his breath
stinking with alcohol. When I
asked him about the prisoners,
he said they are big fish whom we
feed to the fish. I knew then that
the prisoners are eventually liquidated and their bodies thrown
in al-Furat (Euphrates) river,” Abu
Azzam added.

It has been months
since they returned
from hell but the
scars from having
been imprisoned by
the Islamic State
(ISIS) may never
heal.
Torture remains a common feature of ISIS prisons. Abu Yasser,
a former government employee,
who requested to be identified as
such, said he was born again after
being released from the prison in
the former military tribunal building in Raqqa city.
“I was arrested last July in a
dawn raid on my home. I spent ten
days in the prison but each day felt
like a year during which I endured
psychological and physical torture,
privation and humiliation,” he said.
Torture techniques included
shooting the limbs of prisoners to
extract confessions, Abu Yasser
said. “The torture I have witnessed
is beyond imagination. In one instance, the militants fired a gun inside the mouth of a prisoner, piercing his cheek. We were forced to
watch the torturing of others and
many prisoners would collapse before their turn came.”
In Mansoura, west of Raqqa, another notorious ISIS prison, Sadd
al-Ba’ath, where Ahmad al-Hajj, a
member of Tal Abyad local council,
and five colleagues saw “unconceivable cruelty”.
“We were blindfolded, handcuffed and paraded in the city’s
streets and forced to shout ‘We are
apostates. We are heretics. We are
infidels.’ The Islamic State came to

A May 2015 file picture shows a member of the Islamic State group’s vice police known as “Hisba”,
right, reading a verdict handed down by an Islamic court sentencing many they accused of adultery
to lashing, in Raqqa, Syria.
implement the Islamic sharia and
the rule of God,” said Hajj who has
since fled to Turkey.
After being transferred to Sadd
al-Ba’ath, group members said
they thought they would be killed.
“I cannot describe what I have witnessed. It is just beyond description. Although we experienced
‘soft torture’ but what we have
seen was worse than torture itself,”
he said.
In one of the torture sessions,
attended by ISIS emir Abou Ali Al
Shar’i (Fawaz Al Ali), a 25-yearold man named Abdel Rahman,
accused of fomenting opposition
against ISIS, was crawling on the
floor after his limbs were broken
and fingernails removed under torture, Hajj said.
“Another prisoner they called
Abu Saleh was tortured to confess

that he was collaborating with the
Free Syrian Army. He was lashed
and his finger slashed off, plunging
him into a hysterical state. He was
cursing ISIS and accusing them
of heresy. Abou Ali al Shar’i then
turned to one of the masked militants and asked him to silence the
prisoner. And so it was, with a bullet between the eyes.”
In Aekerci prison east of Raqqa,
inmates are mainly media and civil
society activists. Very few survive
internment, according to activist
Anwar Khodr. “No investigators
or interrogators are allowed in that
prison, which is run directly by
(ISIS security chief) Abu Luqman.
The guards do not change to prevent any leakage of the identity of
the inmates who are all residents
of Raqqa province,” Khodr said.
“Torture methods, including

electric shocks, lashing, stabbing
and burning are used in interrogations. Some detainees admit
untrue charges only to get killed
and be spared fatal torture,” Khodr
said, citing the ordeal of an activist
whose hand was chopped off and
was left to bleed to death.
The brutal ISIS rule is being documented by human rights groups,
including Amnesty International,
which released a report in December 2014 detailing killings, arbitrary trials, torture and abuse.
However, former prisoners’ accounts indicate the conditions and
abuses are worse than one could
have imagined.
Ahmad Ramadan, a pseudonym
used for safety reasons, is a
reporter in northern Syria who
contributes to The Arab Weekly.

Ideological battle against ISIS is far from won

View poi nt

Gregory
Aftandilian

W

hile anti-Islamic
State (ISIS)
forces in Syria
and Iraq,
backed by
US-led coalition
air power, have made significant
territorial gains in recent weeks,
the ideological battle against ISIS
is a much more difficult struggle.
Efforts so far by the United States
and several Arab states have been
inadequate and ineffective.
ISIS’s recent battlefield setbacks
in the Iraqi city of Ramadi and in
areas of eastern Syria prompted
some observers to claim that ISIS
is in retreat. In late December,
ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
released an audio message that
was interpreted by analysts as an
attempt to rally supporters in the
face of the setbacks. “Your state is
still good,” he assured his followers.
Before the anti-ISIS coalition
can take a victory lap, however,
it needs to re-examine its efforts
to counter ISIS propaganda. The
fact remains that ISIS has attracted

Before the anti-ISIS
coalition can succeed, it
must re-examine its efforts
to counter ISIS propaganda.

more than 20,000 foreign fighters over the past couple of years,
including more than 3,000 from
Europe. Much of this success is
due to the group’s effective exploitation of social media.
According to an investigative
report by the Washington Post,
ISIS’s media wing “employs a
virtual production line, turning
battle footage captured on GoPro
cameras into polished propaganda
films”. The Brookings Institution
in Washington says at least 46,000
Twitter accounts are linked to ISIS
followers.
The US effort at countering
extremist propaganda only really
started in 2011 with the establishment of the Center for Strategic
Counterterrorism Communications
(CSCC), housed in the US State
Department. Originally set up to
counter al-Qaeda’s propaganda, it
shifted its focus to ISIS after 2013.
The centre has been plagued by
funding and staff shortages — only
20 people worked in the centre’s
main office as of late 2015. Some
of the centre’s programmes have
been controversial and counterproductive. For example, in 2014, it
attempted to mock ISIS with a YouTube video called Welcome to ISIS
Land, which was meant to parody
ISIS propaganda about how great
things were in the territory under
its control. ISIS counter-attacked
with a video called Run, Do Not
Walk to US Terrorist State.
Some US terrorism experts say
that engaging in a parody war does

not work because the message
is not taken seriously by young
people and depictions of ISIS violence in US-produced videos only
expands the pro-ISIS audience.
US Representative Ed Royce,
R-Calif., chairman of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, called
the video “ineffective”. Even
Undersecretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs at the State
Department Richard Stengel who
oversees the CSCC, admitted that
such videos were “not resonating
in ways I would have hoped”.
Such soul-searching prompted
the White House to bring in an
outside panel of experts, including
some from Silicon Valley, to review
the CSCC. Although the review
panel endorsed more recent State
Department efforts to bring in
Middle East allies in the anti-ISIS
propaganda effort and to highlight
personal stories from ISIS defectors, it questioned whether the
United States “should be involved
in overt messaging at all” because
young Muslims do not see messaging from Washington as being
credible.
Outside Washington, US diplomats have worked with UAE
officials to set up an anti-ISIS
messaging operation in the United
Arab Emirates and other such
operational centres are planned for
Malaysia and Nigeria. But this begs
the questions of what Muslim nations have been doing so far in this
ideological struggle and why they
have not done more themselves.

The war
against
ISIS is not
just one of
territory
but also of
ideas and
the only way
to counter
an idea
effectively is
to discredit
it from
credible and
believable
sources.

Egypt’s political and religious
leaders, from President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi to the grand sheikh
of Al-Azhar, have taken the lead
in denouncing ISIS propaganda,
which seems to be a good start.
But for many disaffected Muslim
youth, such messaging probably
falls on deaf ears. It may make
more sense to have young ISIS
defectors talk directly to youth
groups about how they were
swayed by ISIS propaganda only to
find a completely different situation once they arrived in Syria.
Other Arab and Muslim states
need to step up and reach out to
their own young people in more
imaginative and effective ways
than simply having establishment
preachers and political leaders give
sermons and lectures on the evils
of ISIS.
A better use of US resources
would be to work quietly with
those countries in devising effective messaging techniques rather
than producing videos with a US
imprimatur.
The war against ISIS is not just
one of territory but also of ideas
and the only way to counter an
idea effectively is to discredit
it from credible and believable
sources.
Gregory Aftandilian is an
associate of the Middle East Center
at the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell and is
a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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Hope and doubts over Egypt’s new parliament
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

A

fter a long absence,
Egypt’s parliament convened on January 10th.
It is the first parliament
since the 1950s without
a dominant political party to control the agenda, though various
factions and independent members are pledging loyalty to the
administration of Abdel Fattah alSisi.
The new parliament has the potential to stake out an independent course from the government
by passing legislation and abolishing old laws in line with Egypt’s
progressive constitution. However, the authoritarian nature of
the government is likely to work
against that potential.
Egyptians are proud that their
country was the first in the Arab
world to create a parliament, an
event that occurred in the 1870s.
During the interwar period after
Egypt achieved nominal independence from Britain in 1922,
parliament did have some teeth.
Although the monarchy and the
British attempted to manipulate
the legislative body, it occasionally
exercised independence, especially under the Wafd, the pro-independence party that advocated a
national-liberal platform.

Whether
parliament will act
independently or
take its cues from
Sisi is the key
question.
Soon after Gamal Abdel Nasser
and his fellow Free Officers seized
power in 1952, they abolished political parties and created a oneparty state system that essentially
lasted until Hosni Mubarak was
overthrown in 2011 (though some
small opposition parties were allowed to exist under Anwar Sadat
and Mubarak). The first of the re-

gime parties was the Liberation
Rally, then the National Union,
then the Arab Socialist Union and,
finally, the National Democratic
Party.
In the year after the 2011 revolution, the Muslim Brotherhood won
control of parliament but its rule
was short-lived, as courts nullified
the parliament over a technicality
in June 2012. Muslin Brotherhood
President Muhammad Morsi ruled
by decree until he was overthrown
in 2013.

Independents in
parliament have the
chance to be more
than yes-men
Since that time, Egypt’s acting
president, Adly Mansour and later
Sisi, as elected president, promulgated more than 300 laws. Under
the constitution passed by referendum in January 2014, parliament
has just 15 days to review and approve those laws or they become
void.
This provision made the opening days of parliament quite rambunctious. With no single party
controlling the agenda, there have
been arguments over how many
committees should be formed and
what their jurisdiction would be.
Ali Abdel-al, a respected constitutional law professor who
helped draft the new constitution, was elected speaker and he
spoke eloquently about the ideals
of the January 25th and June 30th
revolutions — the first overthrew
Mubarak, the second ousted Morsi.
But the key challenge for progressive-minded
Egyptians
is
whether parliament is going to review the draconian laws, such as
the protest law and the counterterrorism law that work against basic
democratic rights such as freedom
of assembly and dissent, that were
put in place after Morsi was overthrown.
The signs are not encouraging.
Some parliamentarians claim the
protest law does not need to be
reviewed because it was issued be-

Members of Egypt’s parliament attend the inaugural session, in Cairo, on January 10th.
fore the constitution was enacted;
hence, it should remain in place.
Meanwhile, the government,
gearing up for demonstrations
marking the January 25th anniversary, recently issued a decree that
levies prison sentences and large
fines on those found guilty of displaying “anti-state” symbols. It has
continued to arrest journalists the
government claims are affiliated
with the banned Muslim Brotherhood.
In the likely event that the new
parliament will not have time to
review the decree laws within the
15-day limit, it will probably pass
them en masse by the deadline, allowing for later review.
The new parliament also has
the responsibility to examine old
laws — some on the books since

the Nasser period — to determine
whether they conform with the
new constitution. If they do not,
parliament is obliged to change or
remove them.

The key challenge
for progressiveminded Egyptians is
whether parliament
is going to review
the draconian laws.
Whether parliament will act independently or take its cues from
Sisi is the key question. The largest
pro-regime party in parliament,
For the Love of Egypt, is headed by
a former intelligence officer who
is trying to muster a majority of
the 596 parliamentary members

(most of whom are independents)
to form a large pro-regime bloc.
This effort does not inspire confidence in an independent legislative branch of government.
Independents in parliament
have the chance to be more than
yes-men (and yes-women) to the
government. The parliament that
they have been elected to enjoys
much more constitutional power —
such as approving a prime minister
and impeaching a president — than
in the past.
However, as many members of
parliament are part of the old elite,
such as former National Democratic Party members, their inclination
is to be pro-government so as to
retain clout and deliver benefits to
their constituents. Old habits die
hard.

Egypt’s reformists shocked by thinker’s detention
on his Facebook page that the verdict would give him a lesson and
the chance to rethink his ideas and
deter other “infidels”.
Egypt’s former culture minister Gaber Asfour accused al-Azhar
Mosque of standing behind Behery’s jailing by advising Abdel
Gawad to file the lawsuit.

Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

T

he recent jailing of researcher Islam Behery,
who called for ridding
Islamic heritage books of
extremist ideas, indicates
that extremism is on the rise, religious reform a hopeless case and
reformists are far weaker than radicals, observers say.
Behery, a researcher in his late
30s, questioned cherished books
on Islam and writers who have
been idolised by millions for hundreds of years.

“Behery only tried
to use his mind and
think,” said Hafez
Abu Saeda, a rights
advocate.

Behery is only the
last episode in a long
series of thinkers
bullied to stop
thinking.
He took on important figures
such as Muhammad bin Ismail alBukhari, a ninth-century imam who
collected the sayings of Prophet
Mohammad and produced a book
that remains a reference today.
Behery said some of Bukhari’s
writings and those of other esteemed Islamic figures provided
the intellectual basis for groups
such as the Islamic State (ISIS), alQaeda and Boko Haram.
The slaughter of opponents, he
said, burning of hostages, rape of
women and children and enslavement of “unbelievers” are ideas
which can be traced back to some
of Bukhari’s works.

Islam Behery in one of his TV programmes.
A Cairo appeals court accused
Behery of defaming Islam and had
handed him a commuted prison
sentence of one year even as he
said he was trying to prove that
Islam and its prophet had nothing
to do with the actions of terrorist
groups.
“Behery only tried to use his
mind and think,” said Hafez Abu
Saeda, a rights advocate. “He was
only expressing his views on books

that have become — for some Muslims — as important as the religious
texts themselves.”
In June 2015, Behery was sentenced to five years in prison after
a lawsuit was filed accusing him of
offending Islam. He appealed the
sentence, which in December was
commuted to one year.
Mamdouh Abdel Gawad, who
filed the initial lawsuit, described
Behery as a “disbeliever” and wrote

“Behery is only the last episode
in a long series of thinkers bullied
to stop thinking and stay away from
discussing religious ideas,” Asfour
said. “Discretion is a basic right in
Islam and making mistakes is synonymous to this process.”
Behery, however, does not seem
to have committed any errors. Before his imprisonment, he appeared
weekly on private TV al-Kahera Wal
Nas, saying in simple language that
the heritage books gave rise to militant groups.
According to Behery, one of the
books authorised eating the flesh
of enemies and burning them alive.
He vehemently opposed the marriage of underage girls and views
that one of Prophet Mohammad’s
wives was 9 years old at the time of
marriage.
These are views long-held by
many Muslims. Behery was breaking taboos, demolishing all demigods — as he once put it on his
show — and sending shock waves
through society.

This was apparently why alAzhar suspended Behery’s show in
April 2015.
The clerics of al-Azhar “were
taught by rote, teach by rote and
feel afraid to think because they
know that they will fail if they use
their minds,” scholar Rifaat al-Said
said. “But this is not a problem of
the present. The history of Islam
is full of examples of people who
were condemned only because
they tried to think.”
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi has called on al-Azhar leaders to start a religious revolution,
one that opens the door for renewing religious discourse. His calls
come at a time when the region
faces a surge in radical and takfiri
ideologies that brand non-Muslims
and Muslim political opponents as
“infidels”.
Observers say reforming alAzhar, the highest seat of learning
in Sunni Islam, where tens of thousands of students from all Islamic
and non-Islamic countries study
every year, would ripple across the
world and cut off support for radical Islamists.
Mohammed Abu Asi, the dean of
the Islamic Studies at al-Azhar University, said al-Azhar has nothing to
do with Behery’s jailing.
“Nevertheless, Behery used to
criticise Islamic figures in a way
that demeaned them,” Abu Asi
said. “He did not follow the correct
rules of objective criticism and a
large number of people reject this.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor
to The Arab Weekly.
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Souk al-Safafeer, a fading Baghdad landmark
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

T

he noise of hammers
beating against metal
has almost disappeared
and tables and shelves
in the shops no longer
overflow with shining copperware
as Baghdad’s centuries-old Souk
al-Safafeer — the coppersmiths’
marketplace — is feared to be fading away.
The once lively street market
where copper is beaten into shape
using traditional methods has
been losing its identity as more
than a decade of turmoil has driven away tourists, forcing many
shops to close.
Branching out of the Baghdad’s
oldest street, al-Rasheed, the
500-metre-long souk rubs shoulders with Madrassa al-Mustansiriya, a school built on the banks of
the Tigris river in the golden age of
the Abbasid empire. It was named
“al-Safafeer” after the colour of
copper – “safra” in Arabic.

Now the rhythm of
the coppersmiths’
souk is quieter and
the clamour of its
crowds much more
subdued.
Twenty years ago, the market
was a bustling and productive
place where ornate copperware
for household or decorative uses
was made in the same way it was
centuries ago.
But now the rhythm of the coppersmiths’ souk is quieter and the
clamour of its crowds much more
subdued. Many shops have been
replaced by fabric stalls.
“I learned how to beat on copper at the age of 6 and since then
I cannot give up that profession,
which I inherited from my father
who used to own several shops in
the souk,” said 80-year-old About
Khaled Ezzawi as he sat outside

his shop waiting for clients, who
have become increasingly rare.
“I left school at an early age
driven by my passion to learn the
secrets of the profession, which
had brought us a lot of income and
fame at the time,” Ezzawi said,
adding that the souk has been
losing its allure since the country
has been gripped by turmoil and
economic crises. Many craftsmen
have been forced to turn to other
professions or leave.
“I used to enjoy the sounds
coming out from every single shop
where more than one worker was
beating copper into pitches and
pots of all sizes and shapes. The
merchandise did not last long as it
was very popular among tourists
and locals alike,” Ezzawi said.
But matters deteriorated dramatically after the 2003 US-led invasion, which toppled Iraqi president Saddam Hussein, Ezzawi
said, while vowing to stay on. “I
will not leave the souk and I will
not be tempted by fabric traders
who have taken over most of the
coppersmiths’ shops. This is a fact
that everybody knows, including
my sons who will inherit the outlet
after my death,” he said.
The grey-haired man recalls
when former French president
Jacques Chirac visited the souk
on his last official visit to Iraq before the invasion in 2003. “I was
busy working on one of the pieces
engraved with the famous lion of
Babylon when I noticed that he
was watching me. So I offered him
the piece as a souvenir and appreciation of his visit,” Ezzawi said.
Haidar Amir, 25, is among the
few younger members of his family attracted to a profession that
it has been involved in for more
than 200 years. “We are a big family with the majority practicing
the craft inherited from our forefathers,” he said. “Although I have
completed university education, I
was keen on learning the profession of my ancestors, which I master very well.”
Amir and other younger craftsmen have been striving to preserve the country’s coppersmith

tradition.
“We have urged municipality officials and Baghdad’s governor to
support the souk and ensure its
sustainability as a cultural landmark,” he said.
But household copperware is
facing tough competition from
cheaper imported items flooding
the market in the absence of any
policies to protect local production.

Souk al-Safafeer
— the coppersmiths’
marketplace — is
feared to be fading
away.
“Cheaper Chinese merchandise
is increasingly attracting Iraqis,
who are buying less handmade
copperware, which is more expensive,” noted shop owner Kamel
Saad. He blamed the government
for allowing the “extinction” of
the souk, “which should be preserved as a popular Iraqi heritage”.
An official in Baghdad’s governorate, Atawan al-Atwani, acknowledged that copper craftsmanship
was being undermined by competition from imported wares.
“The absence of a clear economic
policy in addition to [government]
failure to collect fees on imported
merchandise has adversely affected local production,” Atwani said.
MP Mohammad Mashi, a member of the parliament Committee on Culture and Information,
held the ministries of Culture and
Tourism responsible for the fading
away of the souk and other historic sites across the country.
“Parliament committees stand
helpless on many issues because
of partisanship and the system
of quotas affecting political practice,” Mashi said. “Monitoring
government performance and
holding the ministers accountable
for their deeds is the task of parliament, but unfortunately this task
has been undermined by partisan
blocs which prevent the questioning of officials they support.”

The traditional Souk al-Safafeer in Baghdad is part of Iraq’s fading
cultural heritage.

In old Damascus, war threatens Syrian handicrafts
Damascus

I

n his cramped workshop in
Damascus, Mohammad Abdallah delicately etches wooden panels inlaid with motherof-pearl, a craft he worked at
for more than a decade before the
outbreak of Syria’s war.
As he works, Abdallah says he
fears his craft — the intricate process of filling carved wooden deco-

rative pieces with shells, bone or
ivory — could be forced into “extinction” by the conflict raging
across his country.
“I worry for the fate of the
Damascene mother-of-pearl craft
because of the lack of labour and
the difficulty in acquiring and
transporting raw materials,” the
43-year-old artisan said.
Like many craftsmen, Abdallah
had to abandon his spacious ware-

Bahaa al-Takriti, who weaves the richly embroidered aghbani cloths,
often used as table covers, shows off his products at his shop in
Damascus.

house on the outskirts of Damascus when fighting broke out.
“My heart aches because the
mother-of-pearl workshops in
Damascus and its outskirts have
dropped from 30 to only three or
four workshops,” he said.
His own workforce “has faded in
recent years because the labourers
have joined the fighting or have
fled” Syria altogether.
Local purchasers, stung by the
devaluation of the Syrian pound,
can no longer afford the stunning
designs, he says.
Since Syria’s conflict erupted in
2011, more than 250,000 people
have been killed and millions have
fled their homes. The war has also
taken a toll on the country’s renowned traditional craft, from ornate wooden furniture to the rich,
golden stitching of its famed brocade fabrics.
The artisanal designs were popular among tourists, who generated
about 12% of Syria’s pre-war gross
domestic product (GDP). With
tourism virtually non-existent and
travel across the country growing
more difficult by the day, craftsmen in Damascus are in despair.
Traditional cultural products in
Syria, from songs and poetry to
beautiful handicrafts “have been
completely damaged by the crisis”, says Mohammad Fayyad, a
researcher on cultural heritage.
“If the situation continues like
this, there will be no more craftsmen” left in Syria, Fayyad told
Agence France-Presse.
In 2009, Syrian craftsmen registered with the national union had
numbered some 18,000 with an

estimated 39,000 unregistered,
Fayyad said. By the end of 2015,
70-80% had left the trade, many
emigrating after the destruction of
their workshops around Damascus
and in the northern city of Aleppo,
another handicrafts hub, according to Fayyad.
Fabric specialist Samer al-Nuqta
contemplates the vibrant pieces
of cloth on wooden shelves in his
workshop, which dates to 1929 and
stands in the famed Hamidiyeh
market’s “tailor row”.
He says he doesn’t know what
has happened to his factory in Ain
Tarma, on the outskirts of Damascus.
“We haven’t produced a single
metre for about five years. Right
now, we’re selling what we had in
store in the warehouse,” he says. “I
will sell what we have left in store
and after that I may be forced to
change my trade, which I grew up
on.”
Bahaa al-Takriti, who weaves the
richly embroidered aghbani cloth,
often used as tablecloths, says his
“weekly production has dropped
from 60 covers to six — and sometimes only three”.
“Out of six people that knew
how to set the designs, only two
are left,” Takriti said.
As it nears a sixth year, Syria’s
conflict has also diminished the
production of Damascene brocade,
handwoven silk fabric ornately
decorated with brightly coloured
thread. Brocade became famous
when former Syrian president
Shukri al-Quwatli gifted a slot of
the fabric in 1947 to the future
Queen Elizabeth II, who used it as

part of her wedding gown.
However, few foreigners now
travel to Damascus to purchase the
lavish cloth, and Syrian buyers can
no longer afford it.
Ibrahim al-Ayubi, who has produced brocade in the Syrian capital
for decades, says good-quality silk
is hard to come by and the price
has gone up “tenfold”.

Traditional cultural
products in Syria,
from songs and
poetry to beautiful
handicrafts “have
been completely
damaged by the
crisis”.
“The crisis had a really big effect
on us because of the lack of tourists, which made up about 95% of
our customers,” Ayubi says.
And in the corner of Ahmad
Shakaki’s brocade shop in Damascus, a large wooden loom stands
next to a small stool made of coloured bamboo. Narrow shelves
display the elegant brocade fabric
that Shakaki painstakingly produces.
“Our craft (is) essentially dependent on our sales returns,
which in turn depend on tourists.
Our situation is tough now, and
we’re working with whatever we
have,” he said.
“The war has made the new generation reluctant to learn the trade.
I am worried that this loom will
stop weaving.”
(Agence France-Presse)
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Tunisian handicrafts facing existential crisis
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisian handicrafts have,
for decades, faced mounting challenges as new generations opted for modern
attire and industrial prod-

ucts.
Foreign tourists used to provide
artisans in the old quarters of Tunisian cities with a steady source
of income but the handicraft trade
suffered greatly after the 2015 terror attacks shattered the tourism
industry.
The economic crisis that dampened purchasing power of the middle class added to worries of a sector
that has had to cope with dwindling
interest of younger generations who
have sought jobs elsewhere.
“For years, our business was rewarding. We earned good money
from handicrafts,” said Mohamed
Stambouli, a 68-year-old tailor at
the Casbah, the old district of Tunis.
Stambouli says he is lucky to continue to make a living at his craft;
he added he is sorry for colleagues
who went out of business and had
to sell their shops, which were often replaced by fast-food restaurants and made-in-China outlets.
“The situation is heartbreaking.
Our costs are higher and our clients
fewer. We still have customers from
Algeria when they visit the country
or Tunisian expatriates,” he said.
“I know cases of small handicraft
business owners who shut down for
fear of the bailiff as they are unable
to pay back debt or bank loans.”
Nabil Amdouni, who sells souvenirs in one of Tunis’s narrow alleys,
said higher costs of handicrafts
forced traders to offer shoddy products. “We are aware some of these
items are not up to the reputation
of Tunisia but if you stick to quality
products, the profits will be lower.
We will have to change that practice
when tourism picks up again in the
future.”
Tunisian Tourism Minister Salma
Elloumi Rekik admits the handicrafts sector suffers because of the
“serious crisis of tourism”, adding
the government is looking to alleviate the pains of the sector. Elloumi
noted 80% of the handicraft workforce were women.
Handicrafts have mirrored Tunisia’s long journey over time and
its interaction with neighbouring
civilisations and cultures. Its traditional spiritual capital, Kairouan,
was once the leading centre of rug
manufacturing, employing more

A handicrafts shop at the touristic village of Sidi Bou Said, near Tunis.
than 23,000 people — mostly young
women — out of a total workforce of
28,000 in the craft sector.
Historical anecdotes have tied
the development of tapestry in Kairouan to the introduction in Tunisia, by 1830, of carpets of Anatolian
inspiration. However, examples of
carpet weaving in Tunisia date to
the fifth century BC, with famous
Carthaginian tapestries as evidence.
Carpet weaving spread to almost
every village in Tunisia as mothers
passed the tradition to their daughters for generations with colours
and shapes reflecting each region’s
specialties and needs.
The art of pottery and ceramics
throwing is 1,000 years old in Tunisia. Leather working included saddlery — the most prestigious aspect
of the craft — and leather embroidery and the manufacture of the
traditional balgha shoe.
Tunisian wrought iron was inspired by Moroccan and Spanish

traditions of Andalusian origin. The
various features and motifs that
embellish grids, doors, windows,
transoms of souks and brackets reflect Arab, Spanish and Portuguese
artistic trends.

Handicrafts have
mirrored Tunisia’s
long journey over
time and its
interaction with
neighbouring
civilisations and
cultures.
But most of the handicraft legacy
swept away after independence
from France in 1956 as a more Western way of life prevailed. Boys and
girls went to school en masse and
few turned to the old crafts.
“After independence, Tunisians
deserted what had made their perennial identity. Everything related

to our traditions and patrimony has
been perceived by most Tunisians
as a form of underdevelopment,”
said Zine el Abidine Belhareth, an
instructor at Tunis’s Manouba University.
Traditional crafts suffered from
influences from West and East.
“There is a desertification of our
culture and identity as we imitated
the West in everything. There is also
a push from the Middle East with
the qamees (male garb) and jilbab
(women’s robe) making inroads in
Tunisia,” he noted.
Belhareth, who is also chairman
of the Our Authenticity, Our Modernity civic association, which strives
to resuscitate Tunisian interest in
handicrafts, sees wider implications.
“How will you successfully fight
Islamist terrorism, which is also an
ideology, if you have no solid identity, if you are wobbling under blowing winds from the West and Middle
East,” he said.

He said he was disappointed
when he saw on television three of
the Tunisian Nobel Peace Prize laureates wearing Western-style suits
as they received the prize in Oslo.
He noted similar trends at cinema
and theatre festivals in Tunis in December.
“Why do the Emiratis and the Moroccans show respect and love for
their traditional costumes, and not
here. No cinema or theatre actors
wear Tunisian traditional dresses
when acting. No television announcers, either,” he said.
Stambouli said: “I could not believe it. I was shocked to see no one
wearing Tunisian traditional costumes among the political leaders
who thronged Habib Bourguiba Avenue to mark the fifth anniversary
of the revolution.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
covered North Africa for
decades.

Once-popular Egyptian crafts are dying out
Amr Emam

Cairo

F

ez-making is dying out
across Egypt but Mohamed
Jamal has learnt no other
craft. The 32-year-old has
been making fezzes since
he was 12. As a school dropout, he
was apprenticed by a fez factory
owner who believed he would have
a brilliant future if he mastered the
craft of making fezzes.

Brass tray
engraving, word
embroidery onto
fabric and clay
pottery throwing are
but few of the crafts
disappearing across
Egypt.
Jamal has done so, only to find his
occupation may not have much of a
future as fashion changed.
“When I first came here 20 years
ago, I used to see a lot of people

coming to this factory and ordering the red hats,” Jamal said. “Now,
however, very few people are interested in the same hats and the number of these people keeps decreasing
day after day.”
Al-Tarabishi factory, where Jamal
works, is one of only six facilities
in Egypt producing the truncatedcone-shaped red hats with tassels
attached to the tops.
Fezzes were mandated headgear
for males in Egypt in the 19th century by Ottoman ruler Muhammad
Ali Pasha. This allowed al-Tarabishi
factory to thrive.
Buried deep in the narrow alleys
of al-Ghoria, a frantic market, the
factory boasts fez-making equipment as old as the headgear it
makes. The fez press, an oversized
brass stovetop, sits to the right of
the factory entrance. Three large
hand-tightened presses sit upon it.
Each press has a large handle that
cranks pressure onto the forms.
When this press was installed
more than 100 years ago, it was a
real wonder. The men who ordered
a fez spent time looking at how the
machine turned felt or other fabrics
into fezzes.
Now the machine is as old and

Brass engraving is totally disappearing as a craft in Egypt.
outdated as fezzes themselves.
Ahmed Morsi, a Cairo University
professor of folklore, has been trying to save fez-making and other
threatened crafts with help from
other folklore lovers. They have created Egypt’s first crafts archive.
“The archive is an important step
to protect the memory of these
crafts but our government should
have done something to protect
them from dying out,” Morsi said.

“We are talking here about scores
of crafts that are being wiped out in
real life.”
Brass tray engraving, word embroidery onto fabric and clay pottery
throwing are but few of the crafts
disappearing across Egypt.
Brass tray engraving by hand was
practiced by a sizeable number of
craftsmen in Fatimid Cairo, where
scores of shops of brass tray engravers were ubiquitous sights. None of

the shops remain. Engravers have
sought other professions as electrically engraved objects from countries such as China invade the Egyptian market.
Jamal says he has learnt no other profession. The factory where
he works was once the Mecca of
Egypt’s pashas, major land owners,
businessmen and government officials.
But the factory’s business is a
mere fraction of what it was in the
past as fezzes lose their allure as the
singular headgear of Egyptian men.
Few wear them, aside from students
and sheikhs from nearby al-Azhar
mosque.
Most of the sheikhs and students
wander past goods displayed outside shops to reach al-Tarabishi factory to buy fezzes for less than $3 or
repair the hats they already own.
Jamal’s face becomes animated
when one of these sheikhs or students shows up.
“These clients give me confidence
that I am doing something useful,”
Jamal said. “But how long will they
keep coming?”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Morocco-Sweden ties change course
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

A

fter a stormy 2015 between Morocco and Sweden over the Western
Sahara issue, Stockholm
has renounced a plan to
recognise the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR), dealing a
heavy blow to the Algerian-backed
Polisario Front.
The renunciation announced on
January 15th by Swedish Foreign
Minister Margot Wallstrom put an
end to a bitter diplomatic crisis.
“Recognition would not help this
process,” Wallstrom said. “The situation in Western Sahara differs from
that of other states that Sweden has
recognised in the past.
“As a result, the government has
chosen not to recognise Western
Sahara and rather to support the assessment of earlier governments on
this matter.”
Morocco applauded the decision
and noted that analysis conducted
by the Swedish government for 18
months led to the conclusion that
the SADR cannot be recognised, a
government statement said.

The renunciation
announced on
January 15th by
Swedish Foreign
Minister Margot
Wallstrom put an
end to a bitter
diplomatic crisis.
This position is in line with the
international law and consistent
with the process conducted within
the UN framework with a view to
achieving a just, lasting and mutually acceptable settlement, it added.
Morocco said it was convinced
that the Swedish government’s position would promote the peaceful
and substantial development of bilateral relations.
Political analyst Younes Dafqir
said Sweden’s decision came after

clarification given by Morocco’s
leftist parties to Swedish officials. “I
think these elements made Sweden
reconsider the facts upon which
it based its draft bill,” said Dafqir,
adding that Stockholm moved from
the party concept to the logic of the
nation. Morocco annexed Western
Sahara, a former Spanish territory,
in 1975. The Polisario Front separatists took up arms to fight for an
independent state until the United
Nations brokered a ceasefire in 1991.
The North African kingdom has
proposed wide autonomy for Western Sahara. The Polisario Front rejects the proposal and insists on the
right of the Sahrawi people to determine their own future.
The diplomatic crisis between
Rabat and Stockholm erupted after
a draft law was submitted by the
Swedish Social Democratic Party in
the parliament on the recognition of
the SADR. The move prompted the
Moroccan government to consider
a boycott of Swedish products and
companies.
Rabat cancelled the grand opening of an IKEA store in Casablanca
that was planned for September 30,
2015, after the government said the
Swedish furniture retailer lacked
a “conformity permit”. However,
Sweden’s plan to recognise SADR
was likely behind the Moroccan authorities’ decision.
“We are heading towards a boycott of Swedish companies according to the principle of reciprocity
after similar campaigns in Sweden
to boycott Moroccan companies,”
Mustapha Khalfi, Morocco’s government spokesman and communication minister, said in October.
Morocco then sent a delegation
from major political parties to Sweden following a visit of leftist parties led by leader of the United Social Party (PSU) Nabila Mounib in a
bid to defuse the political stalemate
between the two countries.
Four months of diplomatic efforts
bore fruit. Stockholm’s announcement came just days before a visit
by the president of the Chamber
of Moroccan Representatives, Rachid Talbi Alami, to Sweden during
which he was to meet his Swedish

Turning a page. A file picture shows Moroccans shouting slogans during a demonstration in front of
the Swedish embassy in Rabat, last October.
counterpart and top officials.
The reinforcement of Morocco’s
parliamentary ties with Sweden
and other Nordic countries, the promotion of investment in the North
African kingdom, issues related to
immigration and security, the situation of minors of Moroccan origin
in Sweden, as well as developments
in the Western Sahara are part of the
agenda.
In December, Sweden sent a positive signal to Morocco in its dispute
with the European Union on an
agriculture and fishing agreement,
which was annulled by the European Court of Justice because it illegally involved Western Sahara.
Stockholm backed the European
Union in its decision to appeal the
verdict.
Morocco is a strategic partner of
the European bloc, especially on immigration and security issues. The

North African kingdom gave France
intelligence about the whereabouts
of Abdelhamid Abaaoud, the suspected architect of the November
13th Paris attacks that left 130 people dead.

Stockholm has
renounced a plan to
recognise the
Sahrawi Arab
Democratic Republic
(SADR)
“Sweden may also have taken
into account Morocco’s important
role in the stability of the North African region amid a growing threat
from extremists in both the Sahara
and Sahel,” said Dafqir. “Establishing a country in Tindouf would be a
serious threat to the region’s security and probably to Europe because

the Islamic State and al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) control
some large swathes in the region.
“There are also reports from
think-tanks that there are links
between terror networks and the
Polisario Front.”
A 2013 study by the International Centre for Terrorism Studies (ICTS) recommended closing
Polisario Front refugee camps near
Tindouf, because they were recruiting grounds for terrorists, traffickers and other criminal enterprises.
The study also revealed that AQIM
also “has links to Latin cartels for
‘drugs-for-arms’ smuggling into
Europe through terrorist-trafficking
networks in the Sahel that include
members of the Polisario.”
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Libyans in Egypt losing hope of returning home
Amr Emam

Cairo

W

hen Libyan leader
Muammar
Qaddafi’s
regime
fell in 2011 after
months of bloody
fighting with the opposition, Adel
Abdel Kafi, a former Libyan Air
Force pilot, was anxious to return
home.
Abdel Kafi had been in Egypt
since 1983 when he decided to defect. Instead of flying his military
jet to strike targets in Chad, as per
instructions from Libyan commanders, he flew to Cairo and has
been there since.
He was hoping that Qaddafi’s
downfall would give him a chance
to return to Libya and participate
in rebuilding a Libya in which the
Qaddafi regime’s heavy-handed repression was no more.
“All Libyans were having the
same dream, the dream of being part of the rebuilding of their
country after Qaddafi’s downfall,”
Abdel Kafi said. “With ongoing
violence, however, this dream is
evaporating.”
Despite the fall of the Qaddafi regime, thousands of nationals who
escaped to Egypt and others who
fled the violence during Libya’s
2011 bloody uprising are losing
hope of returning home.
Before Qaddafi’s autocracy came
to an end, thousands of Libyans,
including Abdel Kafi, were already
in Egypt. But when the popular up-

Libyans listening to a speech during a conference in Cairo in 2015.
rising erupted against the Libyan
ruler, thousands more Libyan citizens headed for Egypt to escape
violence and bloodshed.
They were hoping to return after
the situation normalised but going
back seems to be an illusory notion
now with rival factions fighting
each other and wreaking mayhem
in Libya in general.
“Some Libyans have been trying to return home from Egypt but
they cannot do this while all this
violence is raging,” said Mohamed
al-Salak, a Libyan political commentator living in Egypt. “Most of
the Libyans living here are experiencing tough financial conditions
but they are stuck here and cannot
do anything about it.”
About 825,000 Libyans are living

in Egypt, according to Libyan political analyst Ali al-Sallabi, quoting sources in the Egyptian government. The figure is debatable
and Nuri bin Saud, a Libyan rights
activist, is one of the sceptics. He
estimates the number of Libyans in
Egypt to be much lower at 350,000.
Most Libyans are living in Alexandria, Cairo and the north-western province of Marsa Matrouh.
Some live in the provinces along
the Nile Delta.
When Qaddafi’s regime fell,
there was optimism among Libyans who had flocked to Egypt during the months of violence that
followed the uprising against the
Libyan ruler.
In 2011, the Islamist-dominated
General National Congress (the

Libyan parliament of the time) dispatched a panel of lawmakers to
neighbouring countries — Egypt,
Algeria and Tunisia — to convince
refugees to return to Libya.
In Egypt, the panel met Libyan
expatriates and assured them they
would not face problems if they returned.
The Libyan Embassy in Cairo
opened an office in eastern Cairo
to receive refugees who wanted
to return and tried to reassure
Qaddafi’s supporters, in particular,
that there would be no retaliation
or legal questioning if they went
back to Libya.
But in 2014, Libya burst into violence after Islamists lost in the legislative elections and proclaimed
the General National Congress to
be the legitimate representative of
the Libyan people, refusing to accept the internationally recognised
House of Representatives, which
convened in the eastern city of Tobruk.
Now, the House of Representatives has its own military force
that is pitted against the Islamistled military force of the congress,
which convenes in Tripoli. Battles
between the two sides have turned
some parts of Libya into no-go areas for civilians.
In December, the United Nations
brokered a political agreement for
a national government with a presidency council, a cabinet, House of
Representatives and State Council.
So far, the agreement is mere ink
on paper and Libya continues to be
ravaged by conflict.
In early 2015, the Islamic State

(ISIS) emerged as a new military
player on the Libyan scene, fighting against both forces and killing
civilians as well, in its bid to overrun territory and Libya’s oilfields.
In Egypt, Libyan refugees — deprived of all types of state support because of the turmoil back
home — are going through tough
economic conditions, according to
Salak.

“I know of people
who have to sell
their properties and
home furniture to
get money to eat.”
“I know of people who have to
sell their properties and home furniture to get money to eat,” he said.
Abdel Kafi said more than
100,000 Libyans have fled violence
in Benghazi to other areas in Libya.
He said the situation is deteriorating further in Libya, especially in
the country’s eastern parts where
schools and hospitals are out of
service.
Abdel Kafi returned to Libya in
early 2012, hoping to be part of the
rebuilding of the Libyan Army and
Air Force. When violence erupted,
however, he returned to Cairo.
“You cannot rebuild a country
while everybody is fighting against
everybody,” he said. “I have spent
27 years in Egypt, dreaming of the
day when I could return to my
country, but when this day came,
Libya turned into a very dangerous
place.”
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Turkey and the Arab world

Closer ties between Turkey and Gulf countries
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

T

urkey-Gulf Arab relations
are again warming as the
Syrian civil war provides
impetus for both sides to
re-explore possibilities for
a strategic partnership.
Turkish regional influence had
been on the rise until the “Arab
spring” strained Turkey-Arab relations when Ankara sided with the
Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. Now
Turkey and the Gulf Arabs are attempting to put recent chasms behind them. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan remarked that
“Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Turkey
— this trio — are the most important countries of the region”, adding they “have duties to carry on for
the peace, calm and welfare of the
region”.
The Russian entry into the Syrian
civil war transformed the prospects
of survival for the Assad regime and
unexpectedly heightened tensions
with Moscow for Ankara, which is
a major energy source for a growing
Turkish economy. Having invested
so heavily in a post-Assad Syria,
many of Turkey’s regional goals depend on the outcome of the Syrian
civil war.
Turkey has for years tried to position itself as transit hub for energy
supplies from Russia and the Middle East into Europe but Syria has
become the single most important
obstacle to that vision.
First, the Syrian factor escalated
Turkish-Russian tensions to unprecedented levels from which normalisation will take years and acts
as an impediment to deeper ties
with a resurgent and oil-rich Iran.
Second, the Syrian civil war adds
an unwelcome dimension to Kurdish separatism that can threaten
Ankara’s broader regional influence, especially in Iraqi Kurdistan,
and create problems by threatening internal security and European
perceptions of how reliably Turkey
really could act as an energy bridge.
Turkey needs to reopen doors it
has closed on itself and the Arab
Gulf is the place to begin. Turkey
and the Arab Gulf are majority Sunni
adherents of Islam, have pro-Western outlooks and closely aligned interests in Syria, where the future of

Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir (L), and his Turkish counterpart Feridun Sinirlioglu speak to the media after talks in
Ankara, last October.
the region is being decided.
Turkey can rebalance its energy
dependence on Russia via the Gulf
and reorient towards prioritising
energy supplies primarily from the
Middle East rather than Russia to
be transited to energy-hungry Europe. Turkey can also collaborate
with the Gulf to counter Iranian
influence in countries such as Iraq,
especially its oil-rich Kurdistan region, to consolidate its regional role
and influence.
More widely, Turkey and Gulf
Arab countries represent rapidly
growing markets with huge potential for trade and investment between them that both sides are keen
to exploit.
The Turkey-Gulf Arab partnership can also be buttressed at the
security level. Turkey’s capable defence industry can play a bigger role
in Gulf Arab defence and with both
sides reliant on Western-manufactured defence equipment, deeper
military-to-military ties and joint
operations are technically feasible.

Turkey is working to develop
deeper ties with the Arab Gulf. In
late 2015, during Erdogan’s third visit of the year to Riyadh a “strategic
cooperation council” to strengthen
bilateral military and economic cooperation was set up. Since then,
Turkey has supported Saudi efforts
at unifying the moderate Syrian
opposition and confirmed participation in the 34-country counterterrorism coalition announced by
Riyadh.

Turkish-Iranian
relations are more
likely to be framed
by competitive
rivalry and
engagement than
confrontation.
Turkey is also establishing a military base in Qatar, which will see
Turkish military personnel deploy
into the Gulf for the first time since
the fall of the Ottoman empire. The

base is designed to confront “common enemies”, according to the
Turkish ambassador to Qatar, and
will station 3,000 personnel in air,
naval and special operations units.
Qatar already hosts the largest US
air base in the region and the Turkish announcement comes at a time
of perceived US disengagement
from the Middle East and improving relations with Iran.
Although Turkey is in no position
to assume the security guarantor
role traditionally performed by the
United States, recent developments
in Turkey-Gulf Arab relations are
significant. Turkey is, however, reluctant to spearhead the regional
Sunni counterweight to Iran. Erdogan has been cautious about
suggesting that he harbours Sunni
sympathies against Shias and generally prefers to appeal to the wider
Islamic audience.
Beyond the Syrian civil war, Turkey is unlikely to have an interest in
playing the sectarian card and will
take a balanced approach with Iran

given wider strategic interests in
trade and energy.
Erdogan was seen to side with
Saudi Arabia when he called the recent execution of Shia cleric Nimr
al-Nimr “an internal legal matter”
and condemned the attack on the
Saudi embassy in Iran but Turkish
Deputy Prime Minister Numan Kurtulmus later spoke of Turkey’s opposition to “politically motivated”
executions.
Turkish-Iranian relations are
more likely to be framed by competitive rivalry and engagement
than confrontation but this can
change if Turkey feels it has more
benefits to accrue otherwise. What
exactly these benefits are is where
the question lies.
Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai
and maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues. He is an alumnus of Royal
Holloway, King’s College London
and Cranfield University.

Regional shifts impact Ankara-Cairo relations
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

P

ressure on Turkey by Gulf
countries, including Saudi
Arabia, may result in better relations between Ankara and Cairo, two Sunni
powers that drifted apart against
the background of political developments in Egypt.
Saudi Arabia is trying to build
a Sunni coalition to counter what
Riyadh describes as Shia Iran’s “regional ambitions” and “intervention” in the region but analysts say
the coalition cannot gel while Cairo
and Ankara remain diplomatically
at odds.

Pressure on Turkey
by Gulf countries,
including Saudi
Arabia, may result in
better relations
between Ankara and
Cairo.
“I think Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan will be positive
to this pressure from Saudi Arabia,” said Gamal Bayoumi, Egypt’s
former assistant foreign minister.
“Turkey has deep political and economic interests in having close ties

with Saudi Arabia, which is why it
will not take the reported Saudi
pressure in this regard lightly.”
Ties between Cairo and Ankara
worsened after the Egyptian Army
ousted Islamist president Muhammad Morsi in July 2013. Erdogan,
whose Justice and Development
Party was close to Morsi’s Muslim
Brotherhood movement, criticised
Egypt, its army and the post-Morsi
leadership.
In Cairo, the moves were viewed
as Turkish attempts to destroy
Egypt, impose political Islam on its
people and weaken the country as
a regional rival. In November 2013,
Egypt declared the Turkish ambassador in Cairo persona non grata.
Turkey responded in kind.
Pressure from Saudi Arabia and
the anti-Iran, Saudi-led Sunni coalition are small parts of the larger picture of regional changes, ones that
might result in a shift of regional
loyalties as well, analysts said.
Suffering isolation, Erdogan has
to forget his traditional stances and
mend diplomatic fences. He took a
step in this direction by brushing
off differences with Israel, which
were triggered by an Israeli attack
on a Gaza Strip-bound Turkish aid
flotilla in 2010.
According to Israeli media, Turkey wants Israeli approval for a
maritime line between the coastal
Palestinian enclave and a Turkish
city on the Mediterranean.

Changing winds. A Turkish flag flying on a ferry as Russian
warship the BSF Saratov 150 sails through the Bosphorus off
Istanbul.
Turkey’s presence in Gaza, Egyptian analysts said, would fit into Erdogan’s line of defending Muslims’
rights and helping the besieged Palestinians of Gaza, which is ruled by
Hamas, also an ideological offshoot
of the Muslim Brotherhood.
“But this is exactly where Erdogan is stepping into a territory that
deeply affects Egyptian national
security,” political analyst Wahid
Abdel Meguid said. “Egypt will not
likely stand idly by while Turkey

gains a foothold in Gaza.”
Egypt has been battling militancy, which it claims originates in the
Gaza Strip, in the Sinai peninsula on
the borders of both Israel and Gaza.
The Arab state says Sinai militants,
who in late 2014 swore allegiance to
the Islamic State (ISIS), use tunnels
with Gaza to smuggle arms, recruits
and explosives into the peninsula.
This is why Egypt is pressuring
Israel to rein in its desire to improve
ties with Turkey and deny Turkey

access into Gaza.
This is, analysts said, where Turkey needs Egypt not to be a hindrance.
But this is not only where Turkey needs Egypt, the same analysts
said.
Turkey is expected to host the
summit of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) in April.
Egypt holds the rotating OIC leadership and President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi would have to travel to Turkey to hand over the presidency to
Erdogan at the April meeting.
Erdogan has not shown affinity
to Sisi. The Egyptian president received the bulk of Erdogan’s undiplomatic rhetoric since 2013.
Now, it seems, Erdogan is at Sisi’s
mercy. If Sisi does not attend the
summit, he will significantly undermine the event and deal a serious blow to Turkey’s reputation.
“This is a man who has for long
been claiming that he is the defender of Muslims and the protector of
Islam,” Abdel Meguid said. “His
failure to organise Muslims’ most
important political event will negatively affect his reputation.”
Bayoumi said that in politics
there is no everlasting friendship or
enmity.
“This is why I strongly believe
that everything is possible,” he
said. “Political conditions in the region are now ripe for a real change
in Egyptian-Turkish relations.”
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Iran deal implemented, new sanctions imposed
Mark Habeeb

Washington

I

n a rare Sunday morning televised address, US President
Barack Obama on January 17th
hailed the progress his administration made in reducing
tensions with Iran. The day before, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) declared that
Iran had taken the required steps
under the deal negotiated with
world powers over its nuclear programme. As a result, a multitude
of economic sanctions the international community had imposed on
Iran were lifted.
Obama also announced the release of five Americans who, he
said, were “unjustly” held in Iran.
In exchange, Washington released
six Iranian-Americans and one
Iranian national being held and
awaiting trial in the United States.

Not surprisingly,
Iran was not happy
with the new
sanctions.
Finally, the president announced
that the two countries had reached
an agreement to settle a major claim
Iran had against the United States
involving money that the late shah’s
government paid the United States
for weapons that were never delivered because the Islamic revolution

intervened. The United States is to
repay the funds, with interest.
“This is a good day,” Obama said
when he stepped up to the podium
to begin his address touting these
diplomatic accomplishments.
But he left one additional bit of
news for the end of his 15-minute
speech: The United States will be
imposing new sanctions on Iran in
response to a ballistic missile test
the Islamic Republic conducted in
October that breached a UN resolution prohibiting it from developing
missiles that could potentially deliver nuclear warheads.
The new sanctions target 11 individuals and entities the Obama administration claims were involved
in procurement on behalf of Iran’s
ballistic missile programme. Many
in Washington had expected the
sanctions to be imposed but administration sources say that they were
delayed to ensure that the nuclear
agreement and prisoner exchange
took place.
One of the sanctioned entities is
UAE-based Mabrooka Trading Company. According to the US Treasury
Department’s Office of Foreign Asset
Controls (OFAC) — the government
office that imposes and monitors
compliance with economic sanctions — named the company because Mabrooka “and its China- and
UAE-based network that have been
involved in procuring goods for
Iran’s ballistic missile programme”.
According to OFAC, “This network
obfuscated the end user of sensitive
goods for missile proliferation by us-

ing front companies in third countries to deceive foreign suppliers.”
Another UAE-based company,
Candid General Trading, as well
as a Hong Kong-based firm, Anhui
Land Group, also were sanctioned.
Both were suppliers to Mabrooka
Trading Company. OFAC additionally imposed sanctions on Mabrooka Chief Executive Officer Hossein
Pournaghshband and on one Chinese and five Iranian nationals.

The United States
will be imposing
new sanctions on
Iran in response to a
ballistic missile test.
In announcing the sanctions,
Adam J. Szubin, acting undersecretary for terrorism and financial
intelligence, said: “Iran’s ballistic
missile programme poses a significant threat to regional and global
security and it will continue to be
subject to international sanctions.”
Szubin added that the nuclear
agreement does not bring an end
to US scrutiny of Iranian behaviour:
“We have consistently made clear
that the United States will vigorously press sanctions against Iranian activities outside of the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action — including those related to Iran’s support for terrorism, regional destabilisation, human rights abuses and
ballistic missile programme.”
Not surprisingly, Iran was not

A missile inside an underground missile base for Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps’ (IRGC) Aerospace Force at an
undisclosed location.
happy with the new sanctions. The
Iranian Foreign Ministry issued a
statement saying: “The Islamic Republic will respond to these aggravating and propagandistic measures by pursuing its legal missile
programme stronger than before
and developing its defensive capabilities.”
Insisting that Iran’s missile programme is designed only for con-

ventional payloads, Foreign Ministry spokesman Hossein Jaberi
Ansari said: “US sanctions against
Iran’s ballistic missile programme…
have no legal or moral legitimacy”.
Mark Habeeb is East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown University
in Washington.
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February elections will be important ‘marker’ for Iran
Gareth Smyth

T
Beirut

he vetting of
candidates by
Iran’s constitutional watchdog
ahead of the
February 26th
elections for
parliament and the
Assembly of Experts will be a
guide to the make-up of those
institutions that could shape the
future of the Islamic Republic, a
leading Iran expert told The Arab
Weekly in an interview.
The vote for the Experts
Assembly is particularly significant,
said Farideh Farhi, a lecturer at the
University of Hawaii. This is not
just because the 88 clerics elected
may during their eight-year term
exercise the assembly’s sole real
function and choose a successor to
76-year-old Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
as supreme leader.
The conduct of the election is
equally as important, she said,
because it will shape the future of
the post of rahbar (“leader”) and of
the leader’s office, beyt-e rahbari.
“There is potential for this
election to become competitive
for the first time,” said Farhi.
“Some older clerics who in the past
refused to stand because of their
disdain for vetting have hinted
they might run this time. Some
younger clerics will run, including
at least one of Ayatollah [Ruhollah]
Khomeini’s grandsons [Hassan]
who is close to the reformist camp.”
Farhi views Khamenei as an
“institution builder” who has
transformed the post of leader
from the days of Khomeini, vastly
extending its reach in politics and
society.
“Ayatollah Khamenei’s legacy,
like almost all other Middle Eastern
leaders, will be shaped more by the
way he departs than by what he
has done as leader,” she said. “The
extent to which the vast institution
he has built — beyt-e rahbari, the
leader’s ‘abode’ — is tied to his

person isn’t yet clear,” she said.
“If it’s too closely tied to
him then his parting will be
destabilising and so will not reflect
positively on his legacy. His office
constitutionally stands at the
core of the Islamic Republic and
its primary role is to assure the
sustenance and stability of the
Islamic Republic even at the time of
transition.”
Hence Farhi says that an Experts
Assembly election without undue
vetting of candidates by the
Guardian Council could create a
more representative, respected
body better placed to “negotiate
the transition to a new leader or
perhaps even call for a leadership
council”.
Given his sway over the 12-man
Guardian Council, half of whose
members he appoints and whose
decisions he has sometimes
overruled, Khamenei could help.
“If this happens,” said Farhi, “then
the path is paved for the eventual
selection of a new leader who is
personally less powerful but heads
an institution that is more secure in
the long run.”
Hence Farhi says the conduct
of the election is as important as
the results and as any debate over
the qualifications supposedly
required in a leader — something
recently raised by Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani, the influential former
president — and reflecting
the dropping in 1989 of the
requirement for the leader to be a
pre-eminent cleric.
Farhi further says that February’s
elections will be a marker — in one
direction or another — in Iran’s
uneven and often haphazard moves
towards representative government
since the revolution of 1905-07.
Doubts as to the worth of Iran’s
electoral system increased with
the disputed 2009 presidential
vote, when two candidates, Mir
Hossein Mousavi and Mehdi
Karroubi, denounced the results
and thousands joined street
protests. “At the most basic
level,” said Farhi, “February’s two
elections are important if they end
up confirming that competitive

Iranian former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani registering
for the upcoming Assembly of Experts elections.

February’s elections will be a marker
— in one direction or another — in
Iran’s uneven and often haphazard
moves.

electoral politics — within the
confines of the Islamic Republic —
have become critical in deciding
the policy direction of the country
as well as reshaping its balance of
power.”
The 2009 protests were followed
by a 2012 parliamentary vote when
no turnout figures were announced
after “many voters especially in
urban areas, devastated by the
2009 election and the violence
that ensued, simply stayed home
assuming predetermined results”,
she said.
But Farhi regards the 2013
presidential election as a turning
point in that a 73% turnout showed
Iranians again believed voting
could make a difference. The
victory of Hassan Rohani, she
quickly wrote in an article Why
Rohani? for the London Review
of Books, came because “hope
overcame cynicism”.
This sets the scene for
February, she said: “A relatively
high participation rate in large
cities will confirm the perceived
relevance of elections and, in
effect, suggest that 2009 was an
aberration and not the norm in
the gradual institutionalisation of
the electoral process as broker in
Iran’s competitive and factionalised
politics.”
Farhi left Iran in 1972 to study in
the United States but has returned
often, even during the 1980-88
war with Iraq. She spent most
of the 1990s in posts in Iranian
universities and has visited
frequently since, recently making a
six-week trip.
Farhi’s mix of on-the-ground
experience, academic rigour and
political acumen have made her
not just a perceptive analyst of
Iran’s complex politics but one of
the few who maintains an open
mind. The weeks leading up to
February 26th may determine how
open it remains.
Gareth Smyth has covered Middle
Eastern affairs for 20 years and
was chief correspondent for the
Financial Times in Iran from 200307.
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The encroachment
of Iran’s velayat-e faqih
raises tensions
Imad Salamey

Beirut

S

ince the 1979 Islamic revolution in Iran, Arab states
have become ill at ease with
the Iranian clerical regime’s
proclamation of velayat-e
faqih, a theological doctrine requiring the submission of Shias worldwide to the religious and political
guidance of Iran’s supreme religious
leader.
A formulation that has come to
closely resemble Middle Age European popeism, velayat-e faqih has
furnished Iran with an aggressive
foreign policy that seeks to export
and expand Iranian influence, under
the pretext of supporting the dispossessed, liberating the Palestinian
territories and what Tehran sees as
resisting Western impositions.
Anxiety and suspicion among
Arab states towards emerging Shia
Iranian power has stemmed from
the fact that Arab society is a sectarian mix, and the fear that Shias’
allegiance to velayat-e faqih could
undermine national cohesion and
political fabric of many Arab states.
During the past 35 years, ArabIranian relations have been fraught
with tension. The toll of strained
relations has been devastating. The
1980-88 Iran-Iraq war claimed the
lives of more than 500,000 people.
In the past five years, more than
250,000 Syrians have been killed
and millions displaced as an indirect
consequence of this ongoing conflict.
The fight has been raging on
through various proxies and asymmetric conflicts in multi-sectarian
countries such as Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Bahrain and Yemen.
Rising sectarian tensions have
fuelled the drive among many Arab
Shias to pay allegiance to velayat-e
faqih and others to forge political

and military alliances with Iran.
Countering Pan-Shiism, Sunni radicalism has gathered momentum and
a support base in the Middle East,
culminating in the rise of the socalled Islamic State (ISIS).
This emergent regional paradigm
has placed the fate of many Arab
republics in jeopardy: Iraq, Syria
and Yemen have become battlegrounds between sectarian rivals,
while in Lebanon, the state has been
paralysed as a result of a sectariancharged stalemate.
Iranian protests against the execution in Saudi Arabia of Saudi Shia
cleric Nimr al-Nimr illustrate the potential for the doctrine of velayat-e
faqih to undermine the authority of
nation states in the Middle East.

Velayat-e faqih has
furnished Iran with
an aggressive
foreign policy that
seeks to export and
expand Iranian
influence.
The prominence of such protests
among pro-Iranian Shia groups in
Arab states further reflects the political irreconcilability between nation
state-based sovereign relations and
sectarian irredentism, articulated
respectively in the Shias’ doctrine of
velayat-e faqih and Salafist-claimed
Islamic caliphate.
Velayat-e faqih has helped consolidate Iranian regional power and
that of the ayatollahs in particular at
the expense of Arab states. The sectarian homogeneity of Iran and the
heterogeneity of Arab states have
helped Iran in this endeavour. At the
same time, the shift in allegiance
of a large number of Arab Shias towards velayat-e faqih has been attributed to increasing sectarian rifts
brought about by the weakening of
Arab states.

Saudi Arabia’s swift decision to
terminate diplomatic ties with Iran,
following attacks against its embassy in Tehran, reflects deep concern
towards the unfolding implication
of velayat-e faqih in compromising
its own sovereignty and territorial
integrity.
Sectarian irredentism presents an
unprecedented existential threat to
every multi-sectarian Arab state.
Nabil Elaraby, secretary-general
of the Arab League, accused Iran
of carrying out “provocative acts”
while UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh
Abdullah bin Zayed al-Nahyan has
complained that Iran is intentionally
inciting sectarian strife.
“Iran doesn’t have qualms and
doesn’t hesitate to use the sectarian
card as a way to dominate the region
and interfere in the internal affairs
of Arab countries through issuing
threats and support for extremist
groups,” he said.
An emergency meeting of the
Arab League in December saw the
organisation throw its support behind Saudi Arabia and condemn Iranian meddling in Arab affairs.
Evidently, Iranian-Arab relations
are in a state of turmoil, defined
by proxy battles fought on various
countries’ fronts. However, Saudi
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz ruled out
direct military confrontation with
Iran.
Tehran, in turn, extended an official apology to Saudi Arabia through
the United Nations and took measures to arrest a number of suspects
blamed for setting the Saudi consulate ablaze.
The potential victory of Iranian
reformists bidding to win February
parliamentary elections and establish closer ties with the West and
more amicable relations with Arab
states provide further room for cautious optimism.
Nonetheless, it remains inconceivable for Iran to develop a foreign

Under the shadow. Iranian youths sit under a large picture of
Iran’s late leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and Iran’s Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei at a park in Tehran.
policy towards the Arab world that
does not embed velayat-e faqih in its
outlook.
After promoting itself as the protector of the Shia community worldwide, Iran has ensured a prominent
role and a critical stake in regional
stability, a position that it will not
readily abandon willingly. In a way,
Iran has imposed itself as an actor in
the future of every multi-sectarian
Arab state.
Meanwhile, the Arab world has
yet to master the art of building inclusive state institutions to manage

religious and cultural diversity. Till
then, the legitimacy of Arab states’
claims to sovereignty will continue
to be vulnerable to external manipulation and to the appeal of sectarian
irredentism.
Imad Salamey is an associate
professor of political science and
international affairs at the Lebanese
American University in Beirut, a
senior policy adviser on Middle East
and Arab Affairs, and the author
of The Government and Politics of
Lebanon.

Amid regional escalation, Moscow and Beijing woo Iran

View poi nt

Rasha Elass

T

he escalation of
Saudi-Iranian tensions may jeopardise
Iran’s economic
recovery and plunge
the Middle East
further into chaos, with Russia
playing a destabilising role,
according to experts in Washington.
The timing of the attack on the
Saudi embassy in Tehran may
prove to be a setback for Iranian
President Hassan Rohani, just as
Iran was looking to reap economic
benefits from the nuclear deal
with Western powers.
“Rohani was getting this close to
sanctions being lifted on Iran but
then a bunch of hoodlums attack
the embassy,” said Iran expert Alex
Vatanka of the Washington-based
Middle East Institute (MEI), referring to the attack on Saudi Arabia’s
embassy in Tehran in response to
the execution of Saudi Shia cleric
Nimr al-Nimr.
Speaking at a panel hosted by
MEI, Vatanka said the embassy
attack could not have happened
without blessings from Iranian
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei.

China and Russia want
to maintain relations
with Iran regardless of
domestic and regional
dynamics.

“And we haven’t heard from the
supreme leader since, probably
because he realised it was a mistake very fast,” said Vatanka.
Nonetheless, the row may have
left Rohani with his hands tied
domestically because he cannot be
seen as soft on the Saudis, whom
Vatanka suggests may be the “next
boogie man” that Khamenei is
looking to create given the thaw
in relations with the United States
and the West.
Iranian politics have long been
divided into two lines of thought,
though they usually converge
on pragmatic grounds. The more
Western-oriented political leadership says economic recovery
requires pivoting towards Western
economies, which was Tehran’s
main incentive in negotiating the
nuclear deal.
And despite the supreme
leader’s aversion to the West,
Vatanka says that Khamenei and
the hardline Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) “get it”.
They recognise that the country’s
economic recovery comes through
rapprochement with the West,
which is why they grudgingly
allowed negotiations to move
forward.
But during the years that Iran
has endured economic sanctions,
the IRGC became heavily involved
in the country’s economy, investing in projects in partnership with
China and Russia. This economic
empire may become threatened
with an opening to the West and a
changing economic terrain.
“Look at the Ahmadinejad pe-

riod when the (IRGC) got involved
in the Iranian economy like never
before, starting to make money.
And now they fear that Rohani
will give some of these projects to
Western companies. The (IRGC)
has better relations with China
and Russia,” said Vatanka.
For their part, China and Russia
want to maintain relations with
Iran regardless of domestic and
regional dynamics.
China expert John Garver
of Georgia Tech University in
Atlanta said Beijing had its eyes
on Middle East oil, which represents 60% of global production. A
nuclear-armed Iran may have led
to a regional war, something that
would have threatened China’s oil
imports.
“So China dangled a carrot to
Iran: If you settle the nuclear
issue, we’ll do big business with
you. If you can’t, then we can’t
help you,” Garver said at the
MEI forum. He noted that China
worked in tandem with the United
States on the deal and is one of its
signatories.
Russia and Iran have for
decades wavered between tension and tolerance but the latest
turmoil in the region appears to
have cemented a sort of pragmatic
bond between the two countries.
Moscow likes to think of itself
as a great Middle East power just
as the Soviet Union was, but to
achieve this it needs a partner
and Iran is a natural fit because its
powerful mullahs are inherently
anti-Western.
Russia supported and prodded

Vatanka said
the embassy
attack could
not have
happened
without
blessings
from Iranian
Supreme
Leader Ali
Khamenei.

Tehran to reach a nuclear deal
because Moscow feared that if Iran
became a nuclear power, it would
lead to a war that would result in
American domination of the Gulf.
For Russia, a non-nuclear, nonWestern Iran is the best outcome.
“You need to see it in terms of
Moscow’s point of view,” Russia
expert Stephen Blank of the American Foreign Policy Council told the
MEI forum. “For all the bad history
that exists between the two countries, Iran is still the most overtly
anti-US country in the region and
therefore most likely to respond to
Russia.”
An alliance with Iran also supports Russia’s economic interests.
Iranian energy exports to Europe, for example, could displace
Russian energy exports. It thus
behoves Moscow to invest in Iran’s
energy sector to gain influence on
energy deals abroad.
And Moscow already finds itself
unequivocally on Iran’s side in
the ongoing turmoil in the region,
especially in Syria, where Russian forces actively support the
government along with Iran and its
Lebanese protégé, Hezbollah.
“Moscow is opposed to people
power so they’ll keep supporting
Assad. And they want to stick it to
Washington and create an abiding
coalition in the Middle East,” Blank
said. “Russia is the only great
power that has no viable interest in
stability in the Middle East.”
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.
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Pro-Palestinian voices complain of
censorship on US campuses
Noah Habeeb

Boston

A

recent report by Palestine Legal and the Center for Constitutional
Rights (CCR) said there
was extensive censorship and sanctioning of pro-Palestinian students and scholars at US
universities and maintained such
actions threatened time-honoured
principles of academic freedom and
free speech.
The report, entitled The Palestine
Exception to Free Speech: A Movement Under Attack in the US, details
incidents reported by activists, students and professors to Palestine
Legal, an organisation founded to
protect “the rights of Palestinian
human rights activists in the United
States”.
The report suggests that in the
case of Israeli-Palestinian issues,
student activists, as well as faculty members, face suppression of
speech. According to the report,
there were 140 incidents and 33 requests for legal assistance from Palestine Legal in the first half of 2015;
80% of the incidents pertained to
suppression of students or scholars.

“When it comes to
speaking in favour of
Palestinian dignity
and Palestinian
human rights,
somebody is going
to be punished,”
Salaita said.
Palestine Legal and CCR describe
a variety of tactics used by universities and other institutions to silence
pro-Palestinian voices ranging from
“false accusations of anti-Semitism” to administrative sanctions
and criminal investigations.
Incidents of suppression often
follow involvement from pro-Israel
advocacy groups, including StandWithUs and the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA), according

to the 124-page report. Attempts to
stifle campus dialogue and silence
pro-Palestinian voices are seen as
part of a broader effort by pro-Israel groups to combat the Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions (BDS)
movement.
StandWithUs, a Los Angelesbased organisation “supporting
Israel around the world”, said in
a statement the report was “an attempt to whitewash racism against
Israelis and Jews on campus, silence the voices of Jewish students
and protect the narrow political
interests of anti-Israel lobbying
groups”.
In one incident detailed in the
report, the University of Illinois
terminated the tenured position of
Steven Salaita, a professor of American Indian Studies, before he even
taught his first class in response to
comments he made on his personal
Twitter account during the 2014
Gaza war.
Salaita recently discussed his
story and campus discourse at the
Palestine Center in Washington.
“When it comes to speaking in favour of Palestinian dignity and Palestinian human rights, somebody is
going to be punished,” Salaita said.
His talk — in support of his book
Uncivil Rites: Palestine and the Limits of Academic Freedom — considered his experience in the context
of institutional and systematic suppression. “I knew at the moment of
my firing that I wasn’t the first person in academe to have been punished in such a way,” Salaita said.
“I also knew, unfortunately, that I
wouldn’t be the last.”
Salaita attributed increasing efforts by Israel advocacy groups
to suppress speech to the success
of BDS and pro-Palestinian movements. “They don’t want to have
the debate whatsoever because
having the debate is always, for
them, a losing proposition,” he said
The Palestine Legal and CCR report suggests that Salaita’s case is
not an anomaly. The report points
to the denial of tenure to Norman
Finkelstein at DePaul University
in 2007 and criticism sustained by
Palestinian-American
professor

Rashid Khalidi of Columbia University, among other cases.
The report outlines the apparent suppression of student activists involved in Palestine advocacy
groups such as Students for Justice
in Palestine (SJP) and Jewish Voice
for Peace (JVP). In 2015, Hillel International — the primary campus
organisation for Jewish students
— threatened legal action against
Swarthmore College’s chapter for
inviting Jewish civil rights veterans
to speak about their experiences in
the American South as well as Israel.

80%

of the incidents
pertained to
suppression
of students or
scholars.
Hillel opposed the events, organised by the Open Hillel Movement,
due to the pro-BDS sentiments of
some speakers involved.
“The fact that wanting to hear
civil rights veterans’ perspectives
on a variety of topics could provoke
a lawsuit was difficult for me to understand. It still is,” Swarthmore
graduate Amelia Dornbush said.
“They forced us to choose between
the now-trademarked name of Hillel and the principles of Hillel the
Elder and we chose the principles.”
In some cases, students have
faced criminal charges. Ten students from University of California, Irvine, were found guilty of
disrupting a public meeting for
walking out in protest at a speech
by Michael Oren, the Israeli ambassador to Washington at the time. At
Northeastern University in Boston,
police questioned students for distributing “mock eviction flyers in
dorm rooms”.
“The police were immediately
sent to investigate. They pulled
out not-well-known members,
students like myself, but instead

Poster in solidarity with Steven Salaita
younger, newer members with Arab
and Muslim names,” Northeastern
graduate Sean Hansen said. “Islamophobia pervades the institutional
response to Palestinian solidarity.”
While student organisations
such as JVP, SJP and the Open Hillel movement face opposition from
on- and off-campus Israel advocacy
groups, Salaita said the student ac-

tivists offer great potential to Palestinian advocacy.
“Movements like Open Hillel and
Jewish Voice for Peace — to me they
offer tremendous hope,” Salaita
said.
Noah Habeeb is a Boston-based
graduate student, commentator,
and activist.

Islamophobia on the rise in Britain
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

F

ollowing a slew of global
Islamist terrorist attacks
in 2015, Islamophobia is
on the rise in Britain, with
statistics from London’s
police force confirming that reported Islamophobic hate crimes in the
British capital have nearly doubled
over the past two years.
There were 557 Islamophobic hate
crimes reported in 2013; 624 in 2014
and 878 as of November 2015, statistics from London’s Metropolitan
Police Service revealed, with direct
cause and effect between terrorist
attacks and Islamophobic incidents.

Hate crimes in the
British capital have
nearly doubled over
the past two years.
In the wake of terrorist attacks
in Paris in 2015, reported assaults
against Muslims in London more
than tripled. “It is with regret but
something that we have come to realise, through experience, that hate
crime can increase during these difficult times,” a police spokesman
said, adding that London police
had increased patrols in areas with
a high number of Muslim residents.
Tell MAMA (Measuring Anti-Mus-

lim Attacks), a UK-based group that
monitors Islamophobic incidents,
has documented the link between
terrorist attacks and anti-Muslim
hate crimes. It revealed there were
115 reported attacks in the wake
of the Paris attacks representing a
spike of more than 300%.
“There is a rising trend of Islamophobia or anti-Muslim hatred and
this is, we believe, partly driven by
the media, social media, extremism and
terrorism… and
we have seen
that each time
there is a major
terrorist incident, there is
a very large
spike in antiMuslim
prejudice,” Tell MAMA
founder
Fiyaz
Mughal said.

“Sadly, as long as there is extremism and terrorism, and with some
inflammatory media headlines and
articles, the ‘background noise’ of
anti-Muslim prejudice or hatred
will continue.”
A total of 3,254 religiously motivated crimes were recorded in England and Wales in 2014-15, out of a
total of 52,528 hate crimes, a 43%
increase on the previous year. The
large majority of these crimes were
against Muslims.
That figure could be much higher. A recent report by criminologists Imran Awan of Birmingham
City University and Irene Zempi of
Nottingham Trent University revealed that many Muslims do not
report incidents of Islamophobic
abuse.
The report, published in
October, conducted in-depth interviews
with
victims
and
uncovered
“worrying
levels of

Promising help. British Labour Party politician Sadiq Khan speaks
after winning the contest to be Labour’s candidate for the 2016
London mayoral election in London.

fear and intimidation experienced
by many Muslims, compounded
by a lack of support from the wider
public when facing physical threats
in the real world and an absence
of tough action from social media
platforms at the abuse people are
receiving online”.
Even London police acknowledged that Islamophobic crimes are
under-reported but contended that
they are being more reported than
they were in the past.
“We are acutely aware that all areas of hate crime are still under-reported and we are encouraged that
more people feel confident to report
racial and religious hate crimes…
We believe the increase in Islamophobic hate crime is due to a range
of factions.
This includes a growing willingness of victims to report hate crime
[and] an improved awareness of
staff in identifying these offences,”
a police statement said.
“World events can also contribute
to a rise in hate crime.”
Labour Party candidate for London mayor, Sadiq Khan, a Muslim,
said he would do more to tackle Islamophobia if he becomes mayor.
“Every time there is a terrorist incident involving evil fanatics who
abuse the name of Islam, ordinary,
law-abiding Muslims pay a heavy
price,” he wrote in an opinion piece
in the Guardian.
“We must do more to challenge
Islamophobia. As mayor of London,

I’ll make tackling hate crimes… a
top priority for the Metropolitan
police and ensure they get the resources they need to make a real difference,” he said.
As for how best to deal with the
rise in Islamophobic sentiment,
Mughal said: “Education, education
and more education.
“We are working in schools to ensure that young people understand
that anti-Muslim prejudice is unacceptable.

Labour Party
candidate for
London mayor,
Sadiq Khan, a
Muslim, said he
would do more to
tackle Islamophobia
if he becomes mayor.
Just as anti-Semitism is wrong,
so anti-Muslim prejudice is also
wrong. No-one should be targeted
because of their identities.”
“Work in schools is key and this is
why training to teachers and educationalists is fundamental,” he added. “This is something that civil society can do and more groups need
to step forward and undertake this
work. It is all well and good talking about Islamophobia, the key is
about tackling such prejudice whilst
ensuring that it is done in partnership with other groups.”
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Canada
welcomes Syrian
refugees to their
new home
Abdulrahman al-Masri

Ottawa

C

anadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau was
joined by several other
officials in greeting Syrian refugees upon their
arrival in Toronto and Montreal in
December. Trudeau welcomed individuals and families to their new
home, where they have been resettled as part of a plan to relocate
25,000 Syrian refugees to Canada.
As governments in Europe and
the United States become increasingly conservative in refugee resettlement programmes, the Canadian government remains welcoming
and supportive.
“The nature of this [Canadian]
society is very welcoming… It’s a
multicultural society,” said Fadi
Hayek, a native of Aleppo, Syria,
who arrived with his family in Ottawa as government-assisted refugees on November 7th. “We don’t
even feel like refugees.”

As of January 13th,
10,299 Syrians had
arrived in Canada
since November 4th,
with more arriving
each day.
After the Liberal Party won the
October 2015 elections, Trudeau
assembled a task force to implement its campaign promise to
help 25,000 Syrian refugees relocate to Canada by the end of 2015.

Trudeau’s plan for Syrian refugee
resettlement programmes received
widespread support from the public.
The government is using Canadian aeroplanes for direct flights
for Syrian refugees and has designated terminals at Toronto Pearson
International Airport and Montreal
Pierre Elliott Trudeau International
Airport to process Syrian refugees
for permanent residence, health
coverage and social insurance
numbers upon arrival.
“[We] were refugees on the aeroplane. Once we arrived, we are Canadians,” said Hayek.
“There is an environment for us
to be productive and to contribute
to the community,” he added. “This
makes us feel that we belong.”
Local governments across Canada have initiated settlement projects that aim to assist refugees
at their final destinations. These
initiatives offer support with housing, language training and social
services.
Though the resettlement process
is moving steadily, the federal government missed its initial deadline
and modified the plan multiple
times. Still, the government remains firm in its commitment. As
of January 13th, 10,299 Syrians had
arrived in Canada since November
4th, with more arriving each day.
James Milner, an expert on refugee policy and an associate professor at Carleton University in
Ottawa, said Canada was considering measures to collaborate with
refugee-hosting countries, such as
Jordan and Lebanon. He said those
steps would benefit Syrian refugees
in the region on issues such as the

Syrian refugees are greeted by Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau (L) on their arrival from
Beirut at the Toronto Pearson International Airport in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, last December.
right to work.
According to Milner, Canada has
a vision to do more than resettle
refugees, provide aid and move on
from the issue of refugee crisis. “If
Canada really wants to be fully engaged as part of the global refugee
regime, it then becomes the question of how do you build from the
contributions you’ve made, to be
part of the conversation of what
a more comprehensive solution
would look like,” he added.
The Canadian government is focused on contributing humanitarian aid to the region. It announced
in November an additional $100
million contribution to support
UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) efforts to help Syrians. Since the start of the conflict
in Syria, the government said that
Canada has provided nearly $1 billion in aid.

In addition to governmentsponsored refugee programmes,
Canadian citizens and permanent
residents have the right to sponsor
refugees privately at their own expense. Many groups have formed
to support Syrian families’ and individuals’ efforts to move to Canada.
Since the government made the
commitment to resettle more Syrian refugees, private sponsorship
groups have seen a dramatic improvement in application processing times. In some cases, private
sponsorship applications have
been processed in three months,
compared with an average processing time of one year in previous
years.
Amer Adas, a Syrian-Canadian
activist, is working on applications
to privately sponsor his two uncles
and their families, who are refu-

gees in Turkey.
“If we still had the previous Conservative government, we wouldn’t
have the opportunity to help refugees in the same way that we are
doing it now,” he said. “We would
probably be hearing all of this fearmongering about refugees and the
negative effects they would bring
to Canada.”
While the Liberals remain firm
on reaching the goal of welcoming 25,000 refugees by the end of
February, Minister of Immigration,
Refugees and Citizenship John McCallum said that Canada hopes to
take in upward of 50,000 Syrians
by the end of 2016.
“My family and I are grateful that
the government has demonstrated
that it will continue with its efforts
in bringing refugees to Canada, despite the incidents that occurred
worldwide,” Adas said.

Europe’s tepid welcome to refugees

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

F

ive months on from
the German chancellor’s compassionate
welcome to refugees
— “We can do it”,
Angela Merkel told her
country as it faced the prospect
of taking in hundreds of thousands of Syrians — the European
crisis may be hitting a wall.
There is no higher barrier that
European governments can erect
than the following psychological
measures: threatening each other
or their constituent parts with
lawsuits against borders that are
too open; suggesting that their
people pay a special continentwide “refugee tax”; and legislating to appropriate cash and highvalue assets of refugees (wedding
rings and items of sentimental
value excepted).
Consider the import of recent
developments: One of Merkel’s
leading allies, the premier of
Bavaria, threatened to take her
government to court unless
“orderly conditions” are swiftly
restored at Germany’s borders.
German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble controversially
proposed raising the price of
petrol across Europe to pay for the

Each of these new steps
will make it harder for
Europe to accept refugees
and for refugees to accept
Europe.

extra people the continent has to
feed, clothe and house. By the end
of January, Denmark will have a
new law requiring refugees with
more than $1,500 in cash or highvalue assets to hand them over to
the state. And Switzerland’s State
Secretariat for Migration said local
authorities may seize a refugee’s
belongings if they exceed $1,000
in value.
Each of these new steps will
make it harder for Europe to accept refugees and for refugees
to accept Europe. They may not
be part of a grand plan but the
cumulative effects will seem as if
they were. It is what most Europeans want, as Malte Lehming of
the Berlin newspaper Der Tagesspiegel recently explained: “All
the parties in parliament are for
refugees, and a large part of the
media agrees, but at least half of
the population consists of enraged
citizens who feel they have no
political representation and are
walking around with their fists in
their pockets.”
He meant Germany but it may
be generally true of Europe as a
whole. By every measure — political statements, public debate,
pollsters’ surveys, perceptibly
more thuggish street and social
media activity — the refugee issue
has become a dangerously frontloaded continent-wide crisis. One
that coarsens European self-belief
in inalienable human rights and
responsibilities and one that challenges refugees’ belief in Europe
as “a beacon of hope”, in the lyrical phrase used by European Commission President Jean-Claude
Juncker in September.

And yet, so long as the war continues in Syria, the flow outward
of desperate and dispossessed
people will continue. Where can
they go? Where will they go?
Europe’s new barriers — some still
only in the form of mind-bending
proposals — will undoubtedly
serve as a deterrent. The Danish
government, for instance, has
lost no time in advertising its
new asset-seizure legislation in
the Lebanese media. It’s part of
a public information campaign
that Danish Immigration Minister
Inger Stoejberg sees as crucial in
making her country “significantly
less attractive for asylum-seekers”.
Ditto for Germany, with its
darkly emerging deep divisions over the post-World War II
Willkommenskultur, that fabled
welcoming culture towards mi-

So long as
the war
continues
in Syria, the
flow outward
of desperate
and
dispossessed
people will
continue.

Refugees from Syria present flowers to
passers-by as they demonstrate against
violence near Cologne, on January 16th.

grants, which discouraged public
doubts about cultural differences
and integration. All across Europe,
the real and psychological checkpoints are bound to have their
intended effect. What hope then
for refugees to rebuild their lives?
It has to be said, so let’s just say
it. Europe does not have to be the
fulcrum, pivot, cornerstone of
hope for refugees from the Middle
East. Their own neighbourhood
bears some responsibility and this
may be the time to shoulder it.
Europe’s conniptions over 2015’s
influx of more than 1 million refugees should refocus the debate
on the action and inaction in the
refugees’ home region. For years,
the majority of Syria’s displaced
have remained in their geographical neighbourhood — Lebanon,
Jordan, Iraq and Turkey — but
till now, they lacked the protection (and crucially, the papers) to
allow them to work, live decently
and rebuild their shattered lives.
This made Europe their only
hope.
But now, Turkey, which hosts
2.2 million Syrian refugees and
thousands of Iraqis, is prepared
to grant them work permits. It is a
huge step, the lowering of a psychological drawbridge. This may
be the way forward for a harried
people, fleeing a savage war, and
finding the apparent warmth of
Europe’s welcome unacceptably
tepid and conditional.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is an
itinerant commentator on world
affairs. Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Recent rain eases
farmers’ concerns
in the Maghreb
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

F

armer Hedi Nefzi pointed
to vast green wheat and
barley fields in Tunisia’s
northern grain belt as he
walked down a dirt road
wet from mid-January rain.
“That is good for the farming season. There is plenty of rain. Look
at the soaked soil. It is good for the
development of wheat and barley
plants,” Nefzi said as he poked a finger into the brown soil of his field
outside Medjez el Bab, 60km northwest of Tunis.
Recent rain brought about a big
change in the mood of the region’s
farmers. Muslims had held mass
prayer services asking for rainfall
across the Maghreb.

The dry period in
Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco was seen as
an ominous portent
of severe drought.
The dry period in Tunisia, Algeria
and Morocco was seen as an ominous portent of severe drought. Unseasonably sunny weather stretched
well into January, leaving parts of
the usually green cereal fields yellow.
Dry conditions were prevalent
across the Maghreb — from the
wheat basin in Beja in northern Tunisia to Cheliff plains in western Algeria, where grain and potatoes are
grown, to Morocco’s cereal-growing
Telda and Chaouia plains.
Recent rain at lower elevations
and snow, which coated the Djurdjura mountains and other areas in
northern Algeria, at higher climes,

however, will boost supplies in water tables and dams. But that is only
making up for precipitation missed
early in the growing season. Consistent rain is needed to avoid an
agricultural crisis.
Officials said the Maghreb needed
more rain to make for a shortfall of
an average 180mm for Algeria and
400mm for Morocco.
“This rainy weather is encouraging,” Nefzi said. “As soon as the
weather permits we will spray fertiliser on the fields to help the cereal
plants develop better. It is too early
to talk about a good crop. We need
good levels of rainfall in February,
March and early April, ”
Morocco’s economy depends on
farming, which accounts for 14.6%
of its gross domestic product (GDP).
Agriculture employs about 4 million
people, 40% of the total workforce.
Half of the 10 million hectares of
arable land is planted with cereals,
which produced an annual average
of 7 million tonnes over the past
decade.
Rainfall levels were 50% lower
than average and the country needed substantial rain until April to
make up the shortfall. State weather
service forecasts predict mostly
sunny weather for most of January,
however.
The Agriculture Ministry said
dam reservoirs were at 63% capacity. That water could be issued for irrigation. Morocco has spent heavily
on building dams over the past 40
years to alleviate water shortages.
But dams can satisfy only 15% of
farmers’ needs. Nearly three-quarters of the farms are smaller than
five hectares, too small to make
much more than a subsistence living off the land. The country plans
to spend $40 billion by 2050 to upgrade its farming sector.
Elhassan Mohammed Ben Abdel-

Tunisians praying for rain at a mosque in the capital Tunis, on January 17th.
lah, chairman of the National Federation of Date Producers, pointed
out that in Morocco’s central region
of Errachidia, where most Moroccan
dates are grown, the situation was
complicated as the lack of rainfall
caused water table levels to drop.
Morocco will have one of the
world’s first drought early warning
systems that integrates remotely
sensed data from NASA and other
US agencies into an agricultural
drought indicator.
The Moroccan Composite Drought
Index (MCDI) was developed with
backing from the World Bank and
with technical assistance from the
National Drought Mitigation Center
(NDMC) and Center for Advanced
Land Management Information
Technologies (CALMIT), both based
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and from the University of
Maryland, College Park.
Algeria has been striving to develop its farming sector as part of
its economic diversification. Oil and
gas account for 95% of exports and
more than half of the state budget.

It has become an exporter of
barley but it is a major importer of
wheat. The farming sector has a key
role in social stability with food accounting for more than half of the
consumer inflation gauge. Algerians in recent weeks protested in the
north-eastern region of Tizi Ouzou,
venting anger over the rising cost of
living.

Experts said recent
rainfall made up for
the shortfall of
180mm for
December and early
January period.
Experts said recent rainfall made
up for the shortfall of 180mm for
December and early January period.
The rain boosted reservoirs behind
the country’s dams to about 67%
capacity, making it unlikely authorities will ration water.
Tunisia has yet to feel the pain
of drought as authorities have ef-

ficiently managed scarce water resources since the 1990s. Recent rain
eased worries of farmers about the
coming season.
Sowing of 2016 winter grains occurred under irregular but average
cumulative rainfall. About 1.4 million hectares are estimated to have
been planted with cereals. Most of
the grain produced is wheat, which
in 2015 totalled about 900,000
tonnes, a decrease of 40% compared to the previous year’s aboveaverage harvest. In Tunisia, crop
production varies markedly from
year to year depending on rainfall
variations. Irrigated fields represent less than 15% of the total wheat
crops planted.
Tunisia relies heavily on grain
imports, even in good production
years. Cereal import requirements
in the current marketing year are
put at about 3.5 million tonnes,
about 20% higher than in 2015 and
15% higher than the five‑year average.
Agriculture accounts for about 8%
of GDP and 10% of exports.

Lebanon’s olive oil on a slippery slope
Gareth Smyth

olives, of all sizes, that become
green gold, are ground slowly by
a large, vertical traditional grindstone around a metre in diameter,
producing a paste of oil, pulp and
water, which passes into a hydraulic press and is compressed to extract a mixture of oil and water. It
is then put through a centrifuge for
separation.

Beirut

M

ost of the 1.5 million
visitors to Lebanon
in 2015 enjoyed the
country’s many restaurants. They might
be surprised to learn the olive oil
they poured over their mezzeh
was almost certainly imported and
probably smuggled from Turkey or
Syria to avoid import duties.
Lebanese themselves buy cheaper oils for cooking but they cherish
small supplies of olive oil acquired
from friends or relatives, often
from their home village, which
they keep for mezzeh and salads.
Lebanon is probably where olive
oil originated. In her book Green
Gold: The Story of Lebanese Olive
Oil, Sabina Mahfoud writes that olives were cultivated in the Levant
before the Phoenicians took the
tree to the Greek islands around
1600BC and later to the Greek
mainland, Italy, France, Spain and
North Africa.
Millennia later, while olive oil is
very popular across Europe — its
status as the best-selling oil in Britain is down to celebrity chefs such
as Jamie Oliver — Lebanon’s production remains small scale using
traditional methods.
Agriculture has not been a priority for successive governments and
farmers, usually working part-time
on small plots, are unable to borrow for investment due to high interest rates resulting from a public
debt of $69 billion.

Lebanon’s
production remains
small scale using
traditional methods.

Olive trees near Jezzine, 40km south of Beirut.
As a result, according to government statistics, with 3% of mills
automated and 15% semi-automated, 82% rely on old pressing technology. About 17,000 olive growers
tend 14 million trees, of which half
are more than 50 years old.
In mountain areas with steep
valleys, vehicle access is impossible and farmers use donkeys. Many
orchards are not irrigated and so
depend on the weather, meaning
annual production can vary from
12,000 to 32,000 tonnes.
Estimates of a crop of 21,000
tonnes in 2015 can be compared
with 1.3 million tonnes in Spain,

350,000 tonnes in Italy, 143,000
tonnes in Turkey and 140,000
tonnes in Tunisia.
Yusef Fares, a 36-year-old alumnus of the ESSEC Business School
in France, is among those who say
that such low volume and traditional methods should be seen as
a strength and not a weakness. He
produces organic oil from his own
land. In 2013 he opened a shop in
the upmarket area of Achrafieh in
East Beirut. “People appreciate the
chance to taste the oil before they
buy it,” he said.
The traditional way of making
oil is time-consuming. The best

Extra virgin olive oil — with a
very low acidity — comes from the
first press of the olives and it is the
traditional grinding that, for connoisseurs, gives the oil its authentic flavour.
About a decade ago, Lebanon
was awash with optimism about
olive oil. The Stanford Research
Institute produced an export plan,
funded by the US Agency for International Development (USAID),
that highlighted growing international demand for olive oil in
international markets, especially
as awareness grew among highincome customers of its taste and
health benefits.
Like so much else in Lebanon of
recent times, this seems a lost opportunity. A decade later, of the
298.8 tonnes of olive oil imported
by the United States in 2013, 48.6%
came from Italy, 19.7% from Spain,
11.9% from Tunisia and 2.5% from
Greece.
Lebanon’s share was bracketed

in the 1.2% of “others” behind both
Argentina and Chile.
Under a 2002 agreement, Lebanon could export 1,000 tonnes a
year to the European Union, which
consumes 70% of the world’s olive oil, but is exporting only 40
tonnes, largely because the oil is
not certified as meeting exacting
European standards. Around half
of Lebanon’s exports of around
6,000 tonnes go to South America
and Canada.
Rather than wait for the government to carry out promises to
establish a laboratory and introduce certification, some companies have taken their own initiatives. Fares’ business, OliveTrade,
launched in 2006 a new brand of
organic oil, Zejd, that has reached
France, the United States, Hong
Kong, the United Arab Emirates,
Germany, Japan and Switzerland.
The company expanded from
Fares’ own 24 hectares of land with
6,000 trees in the village of Baino,
in the northern district of Akkar, to
press olives from other growers.
OliveTrade has also developed
a line in soaps based on olives in
years when quality is affected by
the weather. For Fares, diversification is essential.
While he says government testing and certification would be a
significant boost for producers
looking to produce high-quality oil
for home and abroad and would
give greater confidence to consumers, he has not been prepared
to wait.
“In Lebanon, such things are just
too slow,” he said.
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The significance of new Saudi
economic measures
Jareer Elass

Washington

F

acing a $98 billion budget
deficit for 2015 and a projected 2016 deficit of $87
billion, Saudi Arabia announced cuts in energy
subsidies. The year-old government of King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud also shocked the global financial community and oil markets
by suggesting that Saudi Aramco
could be opened to limited foreign
investment.
Raising domestic energy prices
and privatising state firms are
part of reforms that the Saudi
government had promised would
be announced early in 2016. The
kingdom’s oil policy has led to producers pumping oil at record levels amid weak demand and prices
have plummeted to less than $30
a barrel. Saudi Arabia and its Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) allies within the Organisation of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) have resisted efforts by other OPEC members to rein in output
so prices would rise.

Raising domestic
energy prices and
privatising state
firms are part of
reforms that the
Saudi government
had promised.
The prospect of making Saudi
Aramco shares publicly available
was raised by Saudi Deputy Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz in an interview with the
Economist in January. Prince Mohammed, who is also defence minister and chairman of the Economic
and Development Affairs Council,

is zealous about transforming the
Saudi economy and is believed to
be the driving force behind curbing
energy subsidies and advancing
privatisation.
Faced with a huge budget deficit,
the Saudi government must find
ways to raise non-oil revenues and
expand the kingdom’s private sector. Currently, the majority of Saudi
nationals work in the public sector
and in 2015 about half of government expenditures — approximately $120 billion — was spent
on salaries, wages and allowances.
Energy subsidies are estimated to
have cost the kingdom $107 billion,
13.2% of its gross domestic product
(GDP), in 2015, according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Although the Saudis had suggested in late 2015 that they would
privatise some state companies,
few expected Saudi Aramco to be
included as the firm is so central to
the country’s economy.
Questions remain about whether
Saudi Aramco’s upstream business
would be included in privatisation.
The Saudis traditionally have been
secretive regarding crude development and production and Saudi
Aramco is not fully transparent in
its operating procedures or financial disclosures. It is possible that
the state oil firm could spin off its
refining operations and other noncrude production businesses for
public investment.
Saudi Aramco issued a statement
saying the company “has been
studying various options to allow
broad public participation in its equity through the listing in the capital markets of an appropriate percentage of the company’s shares
and/or the listing of a bundle of its
downstream subsidiaries”.
The Saudi government has reportedly also been considering selling more public shares in partially
privatised companies, such as the
petrochemical firm Saudi Ara-

bian Basic Industries Corporation,
the Saudi Telecommunications
Company and the Saudi Electricity Company. There were reports
in November that the government
would begin privatising airports
and related services in the first
quarter of 2016, beginning with Riyadh’s King Khaled International
Airport.
While the cut in energy subsidies is unlikely to be popular in
the kingdom, since citizens have
become used to cheap energy and
low-cost utilities, previous efforts
by the Saudi government to raise
domestic energy and utility prices
turned out to be half-hearted. Indeed, 20 years ago the government
of Fahd bin Abdulaziz moved to reduce energy-related subsidies.

Facing a $98 billion
budget deficit for
2015 and a projected
2016 deficit of $87
billion, Saudi Arabia
announced cuts in
energy subsidies.
The goals of the 1995 subsidy
cuts were to create $2.5 billion in
revenues and to dampen burgeoning domestic demand for refined
products and crude. Saudi citizens
experienced a doubling in retail
gasoline prices and subsidy reductions initially did help stem domestic demand for oil, which translated into more refined products
available for export.
However,
the
government
proved unwilling to maintain the
price increases in real terms or impose more subsidy cuts in subsequent years and domestic energy
demand rebounded.
The question in 2016 is whether
the government will feel confident
enough to enact deeper cuts to
energy subsidies over the coming

years or whether fears of domestic
backlash will halt the reform effort.
Mindful of the effects subsidy cuts
will have, the government is expected to extend welfare payments
to its poorest citizens and offer
low-interest loans to businesses
hardest hit by electricity price increases.
While the projected 2016 budget
deficit is $11 billion less than in
2015, it indicates that the government has no intention of reducing
oil production despite tepid global
demand and oversupplied markets.
The deficits, however, have forced
the government to deeply tap into
its foreign exchange reserves,
which have fallen from $739 billion
late in 2014 to $654.5 billion.
The IMF in October warned that
Riyadh may have only five years
of financial assets left should the
oil price slump continue and the
kingdom maintain its spending
habits. One area in which the Saudi
government is certainly not cutting
expenditures is defence-related
spending, which is expected to increase to approximately $60 billion
a year by 2020 from around $49
billion. The government budgeted
nearly $57 billion for defence expenditures for 2016.
The IMF and other financial institutions have long recommended
that the Saudis eliminate energyrelated subsidies, reduce dependency on oil income and grow the
private sector. But Saudi citizens
might balk at increased prices and
other austerity measures when it is
evident to most that their government’s oil and economic policies
have helped create the financial
crisis in the kingdom.
Jareer Elass is a
Washington-based energy
analyst, with 25 years of industry
experience and a particular focus
on the Arabian Gulf producers and
OPEC.

Briefs
Iran orders
500,000 bpd oil
production
increase
Iran has ordered an increase in its
oil production of 500,000 barrels
per day (bpd) following the lifting
of sanctions under its nuclear deal
with world powers.
Tehran previously announced
plans to increase daily production
by half-a-million barrels after the
lifting of international sanctions and
by another 500,000 bpd six months
later. Iran currently produces 2.8
million bpd and exports just more
than 1 million bpd.
“The biggest problem on the oil
market now is the 2 million bpd
surplus that has driven down oil
prices,” Rokneddin Javadi, the head
of the National Iranian Oil Company
and the deputy oil minister, said
in a statement. He added that Iran,
nonetheless, needed to raise production.
“If Iran doesn’t increase its oil
production, neighbouring countries
may in the next six to 12 months increase their production and take up
Iran’s share,” he said.
(Agence France-Presse)

IMF cuts Saudi
growth forecast
on oil slide
Economic growth in Saudi Arabia
will slow to its lowest rate in seven
years, the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) said.
The IMF predicted that the Saudi
economy will grow 1.2% in 2016,
compared with the 2.2% it estimated in October. That would be the
worst growth rate for Saudi Arabia
since 2009, when the economy contracted 2.1%.
The IMF also projected Saudi
growth in 2017 to be a modest 1.9%,
down 1 percentage point from its October forecast. The Saudi economy,
heavily dependent on oil revenues,
grew 3.4% in 2015, the IMF said.
The downgrade comes after Saudi
Arabia posted a record budget deficit of $98 billion in 2015 and projected an $87 billion shortfall for 2016.
Also figured in the decision was the
continued drop in crude oil prices.
(Agence France-Presse)

IEA says oil
market may
‘drown in
oversupply’

Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) headquarters in Riyadh.

Unseasonably warm weather and
rising supply will keep the crude oil
market oversupplied until at least
late 2016 and could push the price
below 12-year lows, the International Energy Agency (IEA) said.
The addition of Iranian supply to a
market, where production looks set
to outpace consumption for a third
consecutive year, could not come
at a worse time for crude oil exporters. Brent crude futures have fallen
to their lowest level since late 2003,
tumbling to less than $30 a barrel.
“Although we do not formally
forecast (Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries) OPEC oil
production, in a scenario whereby
Iran adds 600,000 (barrels per day)
bpd to the market by mid-year and
other members maintain current
output, global oil supply could exceed demand by 1.5 million bpd in
the first half of 2016,” the agency
said.
Warm winter weather around the
world cut global oil demand growth
to 1 million bpd in the fourth quarter of 2015, down from of 2.1 million
bpd in the third quarter.
(Reuters)
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El-Hakawati theatre struggles to survive
Malak Hasan

Jerusalem

A

fter having amassed
unpaid bills of about
$150,000, the Palestinian National Theatre,
El-Hakawati, was saved
when the Palestinian Authority (PA)
lent it money to stop Israel from
shutting down East Jerusalem’s
leading cultural institution and only
theatre.
Arabic for “the storyteller”, ElHakawati faced closure on November 26th, when Artistic Director
Amer Khalil received a phone call
from the Israeli Enforcement and
Collection Authority (ECA), responsible for debt collection and law enforcement, notifying him that the
theatre building will be seized and
shut down in 48 hours.
The debt was owed to City Hall,
the national insurance fund and the
local Israeli electricity company.
Two weeks before the phone call,
ECA seized El-Hakawati’s bank account.
To many, this may sound a standard procedure, in which the state
rightfully collects overdue debt,
but analysts and activists accuse Israel of waging a covert war against
Palestinian cultural institutions by
levying hefty taxes and depriving
them of services and fiscal support.

“El-Hakawati must
stay open. This place
is our home and we
won’t give it up even
if we have to work
for free.”
Activist Abir Kobty said the theatre faced Israeli closures more than
35 times since its establishment in
1984 in predominantly Arab East
Jerusalem, signalling “a systematic
attempt to shut down the theatre”.
East Jerusalem is disputed territory that Israel seized from Jordan
in the 1967 war, annexed it and declared it part of the indivisible and

eternal capital of the Jewish state.
However, no other country recognises Israeli sovereignty there and
most expect its status to be determined in negotiations between Palestinians and Israelis.
Jerusalem houses some of Islam’s
holiest shrines, which makes the
area highly sensitive to the world’s
1.6 billion Muslims and a flashpoint
that spurred Palestinian violence
against Israel, the latest bout of
which started on October 2nd over a
Muslim shrine Palestinians suspect
Israel wants to annex.

Lack of financial
support was a
significant issue for
El-Hakawati.
The Palestinian cultural scene has
been shattered by decades of Israeli
occupation and isolation by Arabs
who refuse to mix with Israelis living among Palestinians. Israel is
seen as using all means to toughen
living conditions for Palestinians
in Jerusalem to motivate them to
leave.
B’Tselem, an Israeli information
centre for human rights, said aside
from physically isolating East Jerusalem from the rest of the West
Bank, Israel “unfairly divides the
budget” between East and West
Jerusalem resulting in “harmful effects to infrastructure and services
in East Jerusalem”. It did not give a
breakdown.
However, Khalil said lack of financial support was a significant
issue for El-Hakawati. “There is
no question that Israel wants to
shut down El-Hakawati” and often
makes excuses to do so, he said.
The theatre’s bills include 3 million
shekels ($763,155) in Israeli taxes,
Khalil said, and operating expenses
amount to an additional $1,300 per
day.
“Now it is El-Hakawati but it
might be another institution very
soon. Israel is emptying Jerusalem
of its indigenous people and making it harder for anyone to access
the city,” except Israelis and Jews,

Saved by the PA. Amer Khalil, director of the Palestinian National Theatre, known as El-Hakawati
(The Storyteller) holds a court order outside the theatre in East Jerusalem, last November.
he said.
El-Hakawati began as a small
troupe. It has hosted scores of Palestinian satirical plays, orchestra
and dancing shows over the years.
When the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) signed a framework of a peace deal with Israel
known as the Oslo Accords in 1993,
donor countries invested billions of
dollars in Jerusalem and its Palestinian cultural sector, including the
theatre.
The prosperity continued until 2000 when the second intifada
broke out and the political situation
deteriorated, most notably with
the establishment of the separation
wall that effectively separated East
Jerusalem from the rest of the West

Bank.
Since then, donor support has
gradually dropped due to political
instability.
Jerusalem Affairs Minister Adnan
al-Husseini said the PA paid 1 million shekels — $254,207 — to the
theatre in 2015.
“When I first received a phone
call that the theatre was at risk of
being closed, I took a decision to
provide the sum needed to stop the
Israeli authorities closing the theatre,” he said.
Husseini confirmed that Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas is
working on a comprehensive plan
for 2016 to help the theatre pay the
entire debt and avoid similar financial crises.

Khalil wondered when Palestinian institutions in Jerusalem would
leave for a safer environment where
they can function without fear of
being targeted.
“We do not claim that the PA is
not intervening to help, but if we
are not offered steady financial
support, culture in Jerusalem will
disappear sooner or later,” Khalil
explained.
“El-Hakawati must stay open.
This place is our home and we won’t
give it up even if we have to work for
free again like we used to when we
started El-Hakawati 32 years ago.”

Recent social reports carried by
Al Sharaa Al-Masry include an investigation into car thefts, a look at
the state of Egypt’s cafés post-revolution, flaws in the construction
industry and other socio-political
issues, seeking to shed light issues
affecting ordinary people.
“The media’s main concern is
what is happening in Egypt. Even
when it covers international issues,
it does this through an Egyptian
lens,” Mohamed said.
Zohairy recalled a recent episode
which focused on people who have
long-term leases on home appliances and end up paying much more
than the appliance is worth and accumulating huge debts. The report
featured a woman, Ratiba, who was
imprisoned for more than ten years
after being unable to pay her debts.

flawed laws,” Zohairy added. She
said public pressure that the report
brought on authorities, with the
Arabic hashtag Presidential pardon
for Ratiba trending on social media,
eventually led to her receiving a
presidential pardon.
“Thanks to Al Sharaa Al-Masry
for bringing this case to public attention. How many Ratibas are
there languishing in Egyptian
jails?” one twitter user asked.
Western coverage of Egyptian
media has focused on some of the
more outlandish claims made by
TV talk show hosts, much of which
focuses on insular views and conspiracy theories.
Tamer Amin hit the headlines in
the West in October after a clip from
his show Min Al Nihaya (In the End),
in which he puts forward a conspiracy theory that included speculation about a “world supreme council” with the ability to manipulate
weather and cause earthquakes,
went viral.
But Amin, a former state TV host,
is perhaps more well-known among
Egyptians for the call-in portion of
his show which he dedicates to
helping ordinary Egyptians with
bureaucratic and legal issues. “Tell
us your problems, we will do our
best for you,” he sought to reassure
viewers.
“Most Egyptians will not call in
for help with their problems but
they want to hear other people’s
problems and they like knowing
that there is someone out there
doing something to help ordinary
people,” Mohamed said.

Malak Hasan, based in Ramallah,
has covered Palestinian-Israeli
issues for more than five years.

Egypt’s TV talk shows are local
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

I

n a country where an estimated
one-quarter of the population
is illiterate, television in Egypt,
and particularly television talk
shows, hold an oversized grip
on public consciousness. Talk show
hosts such as Amr and Emad Eddin
Adeeb, Mahmoud Saad and Tamer
Amin not only reflect on the news
of the day, they push and influence
the debate.

Egypt’s media, battered and
bruised from four years of political
turmoil, revolution and counterrevolution, has grown adept at selfcensorship. The talk shows, seeking to attract and hold viewers who
have hundreds of local and international Arabic satellite TV channels
at their disposal, have found that
the key lies in engagement. Shows
are increasingly focusing on local
issues — whether social or political — and often allow for phone-ins
and live tweeting to maximise audience participation.

Doha al-Zohairy, host of Al Sharaa Al-Masry (Egyptian Streets).

There is a symbiotic relationship
between social media and Egypt’s
talk shows, Cairo University media
graduate Asma Mohamed agreed:
“Yes, we rely on social media but it
is linked. The talk shows often find
their issues from what is trending
on social media and then what appears on the talk shows is discussed
via social media as well.”
Egyptian talk show host Doha alZohairy said the influence that talk
shows have on society in general
cannot be overestimated but it is
social issues that attract the most
attention.
Zohairy hosts the two-hour Al
Sharaa Al-Masry (Egyptian Streets)
programme for the Al Arabiya Al
Hadath channel. The programme is
split between a first hour focusing
on important news and developments in Egypt and a second hour
that contains a field report. She described it as a “socio-political programme”.
“Unfortunately in Egypt talks
shows are important and very influential. Each category in society follows the talk show presenter who
represents his or her views and who
is closest to his or her social level,”
Zohairy said.
“When something major happens, politically, [Egyptians] turn
to pan-Arab news channels. Viewers know that the local channels
are full of views, more than news.
Foreign policy comes at the end of
people’s interests. People follow
whatever they feel will affect their
bread and butter directly — it could
be political or social.”

“The importance of
these programmes is
that they shed light
on these chronic
problems and these
flawed laws.”
“The programme is not a charity
but when we broadcast this report
we received a lot of offers from
people who wanted to pay off her
debt,” Zohairy said. Things were
not so simple though, with Ratiba
remaining behind bars even after
the debt had been paid.
“The importance of these programmes is that they shed light on
these chronic problems and these
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Egypt: Faith After the Pharaohs recalls
religious coexistence
Karen Dabrowska

London

T

he upheavals in the Middle East and North Africa following the “Arab
spring” revolutions of
2011 resulted in heightened sectarian tensions and horrendous persecution of Christian
communities, especially in Iraq
and Syria. Twenty Egyptian Coptic
Christians were beheaded by the
Islamic State (ISIS) on a beach in
Libya, and the church built in their
memory was attacked in the Egyptian province of Minya, a frequent
flash point for sectarian violence
between Muslims and Christians.
As sectarian rift continues, the
Egypt: Faith After the Pharaohs exhibition at the British Museum recalls
a time when Muslim, Christian and
Jewish communities lived together
in a happy symbiosis, through a display of 200 objects ranging from the
sacred to the mundane.
On a video that introduces the
exhibition, Christians join hands

to make a protective ring around a
mosque and Muslims form a protective circle around a church. The images of coexistence, good will and
tolerance suggest history has a lot
to teach us in dealing with presentday crises.
The calm, expressive voice of the
narrator describes Egypt as a melting pot of religions and cultures and
stresses that despite some problems, coexistence and collaboration
between faiths are still features of
life in the country.
Elisabeth O’Connell, the exhibition’s curator, explains that the exhibition showcases interaction between religious communities over
1,200 years, marked by periodic tensions and the eruption of violence.
“This is the history known from
ancient and medieval historians,”
O’Connell said. “In the course of
everyday life, however, we also find
striking and sometimes unexpected
illustrations of coexistence. As, for
example, when two female Christian monks lease part of their property to a man explicitly described as
a Jew in AD400, or when a Jewish
trader recommends his highly trust-

Ivory box depicting Daniel in prayer

worthy Muslim business contact to
a Jewish colleague in AD1060.”
“These are the kinds of mundane
interactions shown in the exhibition
that were not reported in historians’
accounts in the same way headline
news today — rightly so — privileges
violence and persecution, while, in
their everyday lives, people within
different religious communities can
continue to coexist,” she added.

The exhibition,
which runs through
February 7th, is a
collaboration
between the
Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin and the
British Museum.
The exhibition begins with a display of the three holy books — a
ninth-century Hebrew Bible; the
Codex Sinaiticus, the oldest complete Christian New Testament in
the world made in the Monastery
of St Catherine in Sinai in the fourth
century AD; and a beautifully decorated eighth-century copy of the
Quran. The three precious books
lie side by side symbolising how
the three communities lived side by
side in Egypt for centuries.
Then the gods of ancient Egypt
are introduced, including the deity
Bes with his fearsome expression.
He is a protector and drives away
dangers from the natural and supernatural worlds.
The exhibition then moves to
30BC after the death of Cleopatra
and Mark Antony when Egypt became part of the Roman empire and
a major transition from the worship
of many gods to monotheism occurred.
Egypt’s
ancient
monuments
were also “reinterpreted” through

a Christian lens. In one, the pyramid of Giza was seen by Christians as a grain silo, after Joseph
is said to have advised the pharaoh to store grain in case there
was a famine.
The Romans appropriated
Egypt’s ancient gods, including
the falcon-headed god Horus
whose statue shows him wearing
Roman armour.
From the Christian era, there
are elaborately decorated
tapestries and curtains
found in churches and
spectacularly
preserved ancient textiles with electrifying
colours embroidered
with classical vines
and angels. The ancient Egyptian ankh
— a cross with a
God Horus wearing Roman military costume
loop — was adopted
by the Christians as
a symbol of everlasting life.
medieval Cairo and on the lives of
After the Muslim conquest of
Christians and Muslims in medieval
Egypt in 639-642, the sacred landMediterranean society.
scape changed once again, informaObjects on display include vesttion from the museum stated. The
ments and artefacts from churches,
al-Attrin Mosque in Alexandria was
ornate jewellery, gemstone amulets
built reusing hundreds of Roman
and lavish blocks of ivory carved in
columns and Muslims absorbed
minute, breathtaking detail. One,
Coptic arts into their own arts.
in particular, contains in its upper
According to the exhibition web
reaches a miniature cityscape repsite: “The exhibition finishes with
resenting the tower-studded walls
the astonishing survival of more
of Alexandria, teeming with onthan 200,000 texts from Ben Ezra
lookers. Mundane objects include
Synagogue in Cairo, where they
a sock, children’s toys, copies of
were kept in a genizah (a sacred
letters from the emperor Claudius,
storeroom in the synagogue) for
clothes and reed pens.
ritual disposal. By an accident of
The exhibition, which runs
history, they were not destroyed.
through February 7th, is a collaboMainly dating from the 11-13th
ration between the Staatliche Mucenturies and written in Hebrew,
seen zu Berlin and the British MuJudeo-Arabic, Aramaic and Arabic,
seum.
they depict a thriving Jewish community with international links exKaren Dabrowska is a
tending from Spain to India.”
London-based contributor to the
The collection sheds light on the
Culture and Society section of The
daily lives of prosperous Jews in
Arab Weekly.

Rethinking the status of women

Lessons from Palestine territories, Egypt, Tunisia and Libya
Dunia El-Zobaidi

London

T

he “Arab spring”, which
began in Tunisia five
years ago with a snowball effect across the region, provided a chance
for women to enhance their status
socially and politically through attempting to change the male view
of them as being “just a body”.
Widespread abuse was a main
incentive for women to ride the
tide of the “Arab spring” to push
for more rights, break social norms
and regain control of their bodies.

Rethinking Gender
in Revolutions and
Resistance: Lessons
from the Arab World,
is edited by Maha El
Said, Lena Meari and
Nicola Pratt and
published in May
2015.
Rethinking Gender in Revolutions and Resistance: Lessons from
the Arab World, edited by Maha El
Said, Lena Meari and Nicola Pratt
and published in May 2015, is a
compilation of articles by scholars
and activists from the countries affected, including the Palestine territories, Egypt, Tunisia and Libya.
In Egypt, women used Tahrir
Square for public appearances
though they were not welcomed as
protesters. When men and women

activists were arrested, the torture
of men was interpreted as political
but the abuse of women was seen
as cultural and assertions of male
superiority.
“The more the female body was
abused, the stronger and more solid the activism that was practised,”
writes Egyptian Professor Shereen
Abouelnaga, noting that women
used their mistreatment as incentive to push for gender equity and
democracy, hoping it could lead to
protections for women.
Sexual terrorism is also a central
part of the experience of female
Palestinian political prisoners.
The practice of sumud — keeping
steadfast and silent when interrogated — was used by prisoners
subjected to sexual harassment.
They became unaffected by physical abuse of male interrogators as
they recognised that their body
was just a shell for what is really
vulnerable, namely the spirit and
the consciousness.
One prisoner was quoted as saying: “The amazing thing is that
when you feel yourself strong you
don’t feel pain. While getting hit
harshly, I did not feel pain.”
Egyptian activist Aliaa Magda
Elmahdy broke boundaries of permissible nude art by posting a picture of herself naked on her blog, a
move that shocked the Arab world,
stirring outrage and condemnation.
In fact, Elmahdy fuelled fury by
challenging the deep-rooted order
of patriarchal control of the female
body. Even Tahrir Square youth
and activists from both sexes said

Elmahdy overdid it, stressing that
they “could not understand her
point”. To them, she was a lost
cause as she tried to imitate the
West.
Professor Maha El Said argues
there is still a battle for control
over the female body. She asks:
“Who controls what? Whose gaze
defines whom? Which body parts
can be revealed? What body
language is appropriate?”
Arab culture is born out
of Abrahamic religions
but it is debated whether
the culture fully follows
religion. Some say it is
clear in religion the
way a woman should
dress and behave
while others say it
is a grey area. Regardless, the battle for control of
the female body
goes on fiercely.
Egyptian
actress
and
belly dancer
Sama
el-Masry,
who received death
threats for criticising Islamists, was praised by Tahrir Square
youth as “funny” and “courageous” after producing satirical
YouTube videos about the government and the Muslim Brotherhood. She was also applauded for
“pushing the boundaries” and being “politically aware”.
Libyan women also experienced
inequality when they sought more
public appearance. Sahar Mediha

al-Naas, founder of Libyan Women
for Peace and Freedom, say almost all female members of the
General National Congress (GNC)
complained in interviews that the
head of the GNC would interrupt
their speeches by switching off the
microphone while they spoke or
ignored their signs to speak during
the GNC assembly. They claimed
he allowed male members to
speak, even if their
point was irrelevant.
Libyan
women
rode bicycles in the
streets
to
impose themselves in the
public sphere.
The event Women and Sport was
an attempt to create a weekly sporting event for women to push them to
exercise in public.
The Farashiya National Day, celebrating Libyan traditional
dress, was an occasion
for women to reinforce
the authenticity of the Libyan
white dress and express opposition to political Islamists’ efforts to
force them to wear the black Wahhabi costume.
Egyptian Professor Omaima
Abou Bakr focused on the activism
of women working in bureaucratic
and state agencies, whom she referred to as “femocrats”. She says

“femocrats have a difficult relationship with female activists” since
they are answerable to government
and not just to the women’s movement, a situation that is bound to
create a conflict of interests.
Egyptian scholar Heba Raouf argued that states usually manipulate women’s causes as a political
tool to demonstrate to the outside
world the face of a “modern, democratic, inclusive” state. She shows
that the government crackdown on
Islamists in Egypt offered a “golden opportunity for the secularists
to attack Islamists on the issue of
women and to portray themselves
as supporters of women’s rights,
accusing Islamists of being the
main threat to women’s cause”.
Research by Palestinian Professor Aitemad Muhanna challenges
what she calls “a misconception”
that women who support reservations to the Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
were illiterate, poor, rural women
who are not familiar with feminist
and human rights language.
“Rather, they are highly educated women, who have developed
their own discourse of women’s
rights within their Islamic framework,” she said.
“They prioritise their political
identity and work within their local communities to revive a society
focusing on family ties against the
“alien, standardised, Western, individualistic norms”.
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.
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Agenda
Beirut:
Until February 8th
The Sursock Museum in
Beirut, Regards sur Beyrouth:
160 ans d’images 1800-1960,
an exhibition that brings
together more than 200 rarely
seen works from private collections, including paintings,
photographs and etchings.
The exhibition traces Beirut’s
historical evolution from a
provincial Ottoman town to
the capital of a nation state.

Algiers:
Until February 11th

El Djem Amphitheatre from the outside.

Majestic Roman amphitheatre
stands out in Tunisia’s El Djem
Roua Khlifi

El Djem, Tunisia

A

s visitors approach El
Djem, or Thysdrus as it
was known in Roman
times, the remains of
an amphitheatre tower
above the village. Columns and
arches of stone appear on the horizon over the landscape. The rest of
the village sits peacefully around
the majestic Roman amphitheatre that once hosted the combat
games of gladiators.
El Djem invites visitors to stroll
in its most important sites, namely
the amphitheatre and the museum
of El Djem, both testifying to the
richness of the history of the town.
Over centuries, El Djem has transformed itself from a setting of battles to a venue of concerts and the
prestigious International Festival
of Symphonic Music. Walls that
once echoed the screams of dying men, the roars of wild animals
and the cheers and cries of despair
of crowds now resonate with the
sounds of violins, pianos and the
applause of the audience.
About 210km south of Tunis, El
Djem is the home to the largest
building in Roman Africa. The amphitheatre represented a symbol
of the power and prosperity of the
Roman Empire. In 1979, the amphitheatre was placed on the list of
UNESCO World Heritage sites.
“The amphitheatre is one of
the oldest and biggest ruins in
North Africa. In Egypt we have the
pharaonic pyramids but the biggest and most impressive one of all
amphitheatres in North African region is that of El Djem. It is also one
of the largest amphitheatres of the
Roman empire after that of Rome,”
said Nejib Ben Lazreg, a Tunisian

archaeologist.
The Amphitheatre of El Djem is
a monument built entirely of stone
blocks without foundations. It is
believed to be modelled after the
coliseum in Rome with much of its
original structure preserved.
The El Djem amphitheatre is distinguished from the other Roman
amphitheatres in that it was constructed in stone block; other amphitheatres were built using bricks
or pieces of stones. Another characteristic feature is that it was able
to host more than 30,000 spectators.
“The El Djem amphitheatre was
built around the middle of the
third century. It was believed to
be constructed as a gift from the
emperor to the town people,” Ben
Lazreg said.

Inside view of El Djem Amphitheatre.

Dubai:
Until April 9th
Global Village is the largest
seasonal cultural extravaganza
in the region. Visitors can
enjoy an array of festivals,
shopping and entertainment
in an open-air theme park. The
entertainment and shopping
destination hosts more than
70 participating countries with
presentations in more than
three dozen pavilions. There
are more than 50 fun rides and
26 restaurants offering food
from around the world.

Dubai:
February 10th-13th
The Great Moscow State
Circus and producer Centre of
Zapashny Brothers presents
the UFO Circus from Another
Planet for the first time in
Dubai. Featuring aerial gymnasts, trapeze artists to skaters, jumpers and more, the
programme follows the story
of a man who is abducted by
aliens. As he comes to terms
with what’s happening, he
experiences a new way of life.
The event will take place in
Dubai World Trade Centre

El Djem is the
home to the
largest building
in Roman Africa.
Over the centuries, the amphitheatre was subject to many
changes and played a role in several battles. During the Islamic
conquest of North Africa, Berber
queen Kahina took refuge in the
amphitheatre using it as a fortress.
In 1695, villagers revolted against
ruler Bey Mohammed II and also
found a temporary home in the
amphitheatre.
“We know that up till the sixth
century, the amphitheatre kept its
stairs intact according to the writings of Arab historian al-Bakri,
who described the stairs in their
original structure. It wasn’t until
the year 1695 that the western wall
was destroyed,” Ben Lazreg said.
“The amphitheatre had a history
of being used as a fortress. In the

The National Museum of
Contemporary Art in Algiers
hosts its seventh International
Festival of Contemporary Art.
Artists from Greece, France,
Brazil, Morocco, Mali, Algeria,
Congo, Senegal and other
countries are participating in
the 2016 event.

Beirut:
February 16th-March 20th

Dancers of the State Opera Ballet of Vienna performing during the
El Djem International Festival of Symphonic Music.
19th century, revolutionary Ali Ben
Ghedhahem took refuge in the amphitheatre; Berber queen Kahina
also used it for the same purpose….
“Romans knew that they needed
to keep people distracted to keep
them away from politics. They invested money and effort to pay for
these shows where amphitheatres
were used for combat shows. The
shows were held every couple of
days as was the custom of following the capital. The shows would
last a day under the patronage of a
local governor or magistrate,” Ben
Lazreg added.
“In the morning, they started
with fights between savage animals, then they would showcase
the prey of huntsmen. During the
midday break, they exposed the
outlaws to wild animals that were
starving. As for the afternoon, it
consisted of battles between the
gladiators. If a gladiator survived
five to six shows, he could obtain
his freedom.”
Built on the site of a Roman villa,

the museum imitates the layout of
the villa with a central courtyard
leading to rooms displaying sculptures and mosaics.
It features mosaic pavements
that are considered to be among
the finest of Roman ruins. The
House of Africa is considered an
aristocratic dwelling built around
170AD and only discovered in the
1990s. The dwelling contains a series of mosaics, one of which is believed to be the only known representation of its kind of the African
continent.
The town of El Djem offers visitors a thrilling journey through the
history of its a rich narrative of the
iconic monument. The El Djem International Festival of Symphonic
Music, featuring renowned orchestras, adds to the lure by offering a
memorable night of music in the
cradle of a rich history.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor for The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Al Bustan International Festival of Music and the Performing Arts is a musical celebration that takes place over five
weeks in various venues in
Beirut with an emphasis on
chamber music. The festival
promotes and celebrates music from all over the world and
includes orchestral concerts,
choral music, puppets, opera
and dance.

Tafraoute, Morocco:
March 6th-8th
The Almond Blossom Festival,
celebrated every early spring
in Morocco, sees villagers
celebrate harvest time with
Berber dancing, singing and
almond tasting. International
musicians and actors mingle with local performers to
produce live events based on
Moroccan folklore.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

